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Abstract
Vehicular clouds involve a dynamic environment where virtual machines are hosted on
moving vehicles, leading to frequent changes in the data center network topology. These
frequent topological changes require frequent virtual machine migrations in order to meet the
service level agreements with cloud users. Such topology changes include fluctuations in
connectivity, signal strength and quality. Few studies address vehicles as potential virtual
machine hosts, while there is a significant opportunity in capitalizing on underutilized resources.
Due to the rapidly changing environment of a vehicular cloud, hosts frequently change or leave
coverage. As such, virtual machine management and migration schemes are necessary to ensure
cloud subscribers have a satisfactory level of access to the resources. This thesis addresses the
need for virtual machine management for the vehicular cloud. First, a mobility model is proposed
and utilized to test a set of novel Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration (VVMM) schemes:
VVMM-U (Uniform), VVMM-LW (Least Workload), VVMM-MA (Mobility Aware) and
MDWLAM (Mobility and Destination Workload Aware Migration). Their performance is
evaluated with respect to a set of metrics through simulations with varying levels of vehicular
traffic congestion, virtual machine sizes and load restriction levels. The most advanced scheme
(MDWLAM) takes into account the workload and mobility of the original host as well as those
of the potential destinations. By doing so a valid destination will both have time to receive the
workload and migrate the new load when necessary. The behavior of various algorithms is
compared and the MDWLAM has been shown to demonstrate the best performance, exhibiting
migration drop rates that are negligibly small. Finally, an integer linear program formulation
based on a modified single source shortest path problem is presented, tested and successfully
shown to be a benchmark that can be used in comparison to the proposed heuristics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background
In the past decade, the field of telecommunications and specifically cloud computing have and
continue to experience significant advancements, from the research and development stages to
implementation. Handheld devices becoming more powerful, paired with increased affordability,
has brought the Internet out of the offices and libraries and into every aspect of our surrounding
environment. This has warranted the coining of terms such as Internet of Things (IoT), Machineto-Machine (M2M), among others [HWA11].
The future of computer systems will rely heavily on Cloud Computing (CC). It is important to
explain the concepts of CC and existing implementations to clarify what this thesis will address.
Cloud computing is, in a broad sense, the utilization of resources that are not located locally. The
resources are connected via a network (wired/wireless/both) and the user/client accesses these
1

resources based on certain parameters. The key advantage here is that users/clients pay for
resources, only when they need them, as opposed to investing money in a similar resource (in a
high-end computer for example) and not fully utilizing said resource, whether in terms of
capabilities or in terms of running time. The average consumer (let alone companies and
institutions) invests significant resources in hardware and software that is rarely fully utilized.
The cloud concept facilitates sharing of resources by utilizing an on-demand philosophy. The
user will only pay for the hardware/software they need, and only when they actually utilize it
[VOO10]. The user experiences the illusion of unbounded resources, the pay-on-demand
freedom as well as the control of how high or low the level of involvement is from his/her side.
This is facilitated when selecting which type of cloud to use. In general, there are three levels of
abstraction in cloud computing: Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS),
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).
The levels of abstraction determine at which level the user/client interacts with the resources.
For example, IaaS enables the client to access resources almost directly, with the cloud offering
its resources with minimal software or intermediaries between the client and the hardware. The
hardware (or resource) offered include storage, computing power among others. The higher level
of abstraction offered in PaaS presents a framework on top of the resources for programming and
application development. This level of abstraction is focused on developers rather than average
customers. Finally, SaaS is the highest level of abstraction that offers the client everything from
the hardware to the actual software to be run. The client merely utilizes a network interface and a
browser to access the software [VOO10]. There are other levels of abstraction defined in various
studies, but these shall be introduced later.
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Cloud deployments can be Public, Private or Hybrid. Public clouds are resources that are
accessible by clients which are not restricted in any way. Private clouds are resources that are
managed by a certain organization/institution and access is limited to specific clients. A hybrid
cloud is a pool of resources that come from both public and private clouds. Clients accessing the
cloud operate require some guarantee that the resources they request will be available. This is
achieved by the Service Level Agreement (SLA). The SLA contains parameters including the
requested resource capabilities, the preferred activity time-frames, and the likelihood of resource
availability during the preferred time-frame and outside of it [BOS10]. The cloud service
providers are committed (legally bound) to meet the SLA parameters as the client has/will be
paying for the service. If an SLA violation occurs (or may occur), the service provider must
rectify the situation or compensate the client. The client is not concerned with where, which and
how he/she accesses the resources, as long as they are available and meet the SLA parameters.
This is achieved by virtualization, which is explained next.

1.2 Virtualization
Virtualization is a key aspect of Cloud Computing. Virtualization in essence is the treatment
of resources as a black-box, offering access via a Virtual Machine (VM). A VM is typically an
operating system hosted within a virtual environment, where the hardware is simulated by
software. An example of such a case is running an instance of Linux within a Windows operating
system, which is installed normally on a computer. The hardware hosting the Linux image is
actually simulated virtually by the software in the Windows operating system, such as VMware
[MIC14], [VM14]. The Windows XP VM is oblivious to it being run in a virtual environment
and the resources allotted to it can be controlled by the main operating system (in this case
3

Windows 7). In cloud computing, there is a Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) or Hypervisor,
which is a light operating system (or middle ware) which is installed on the hardware pool. This
hypervisor is merely the controlling entity, managing the resources allotted to the VM (or VMs)
running on the hardware. Each VM is completely oblivious of its neighbors (even though they
are sharing the same resource) and only perceive the resources that they are allotted. If a VM is
allotted 50% of the actual hardware capability, it is completely oblivious to the existence of any
surplus hardware. The hypervisor is the software that is aware (and in control) of the full
hardware pool [RIM09].
A VM goes through a certain life-cycle:
1. A request is made to the resource administrator.
2. The administrator checks resource availability, and loads, configures then starts the VM.
3. VM in operation.
4. Release of resources once (if) task is complete.
The provisioning process that occurs before running the VM involves selecting a server from
the hardware pool. The server needs to have enough capacity. Appropriate software, drivers and
image are loaded. The machine needs to be configured and then the VM can be started [ELR10].
The VM can be manually installed or a preconfigured VM, a clone VM or an imported VM can
be used. The preconfigured or clone VMs are preferred, in order to minimize delays. For several
reasons and in multiple techniques, VMs may need (and often are) to be migrated from one
physical machine to another. This will be the main focus of this thesis and is discussed in further
detail in what follows.
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1.3 Motivation
Cloud Computing and Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) are heavily researched fields.
Researchers foresee CC as the gateway to the future paradigm, the IoT [HWA11]. The IoT is a
vision where billions of uniquely identifiable objects are connected to the Internet. The more
intelligence and networking capabilities a device has, the more functionality it can offer
[GUB13], [HAM14]. Vehicles, due to the research in the field of VANETS and major
automotive manufacturers, are rapidly becoming mobile computers [WAN14]. The average
vehicle, at this time, is equipped with storage, computing and often networking capabilities,
while less complex/powerful than a dedicated personal computer. Much of the time, these
resources are underutilized [JAM12], [WHA14]. As such, these resources can be considered a
potential pool of physical machines to serve a cloud computing deployment. The future of
computing is gradually being migrated toward the cloud where connected vehicles in a VANET
can be considered as a mobile data center with limited processing and storage capacities in
comparison to the conventional cloud data centers. The field of VANETS is well studied in the
literature [CHE14], [CHO11], [LAN08]. [MAR11], [SOM08], [TOR12]. The linking of cloud
computing, VANETs and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), can be found in the
Vehicular Cloud (VC) [BIT12], [HUS12], [JAW11], [MER13A], [MER13B], [MER13C],
[ZAB14]. The VC is a main convergence point for this thesis.
The VC with vehicles as physical hosts for the cloud is still a new concept, and as will be
shown in the literature, few studies have addressed the management of virtual machines with the
vehicular cloud. The resources available in a VC being utilized can greatly decrease the
resource-hungry needs of the conventional cloud. Furthermore, the VC is possibly the more
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demanding of dynamic clouds, and findings for the VC can be extended to generally dynamic
clouds. This is the main focus of the thesis as it is a key determining factor in the feasibility of
VC implementations.
There are various related cloud types such as fog computing or mobile edge computing. These
forms of cloud computing are not necessarily alternatives but other potentially parallel
approaches. The VC can be considered a sub-form of fog computing, whereby vehicles can
handle a part of the cloud implementation, paired with the conventional cloud. The advantages of
the VC versus fog computing using other mobile devices (phones/laptops) include that vehicles
are far less utilized than mobile devices, thereby not draining processing/storage resources that
such devices are hungry for, let alone the precious battery life, which is not an issue for vehicles.
Users can be incentivized to lease their resources in exchange for various forms of
compensation, such as reductions in cellular data bills, credit for refueling/carwash services,
credits for the cloud administrator’s services/products, or possibly discounts for various invehicle infotainment services.

1.4 Objectives
An essential functionality in conventional cloud computing deployments is VM migration and
management. However, VM management methods in VCs are relatively few. It is important to
study conventional CC VM management methods to assess their feasibility for the VC. It is
important to note three main differences between a conventional and a vehicular cloud: 1) VC
consists of a data center network with mobile hosts rather than fixed servers, 2) VC network
topology changes rapidly and frequently, in stark contrast to conventional clouds, 3) Hosts in the
6

VC have limited computation and storage capacity in comparison to the hosts in conventional
cloud data centers. Due to these main differences, existing VM management methods must be
analyzed in terms of suitability for the VC, to determine potential modifications needed to make
said methods suitable. These modifications and possibly new VM migration techniques for VCs
will be the goal of this thesis.
There are currently few studies which address vehicles as virtual machine hosts for the
vehicular cloud. As such, this thesis aims to tackle a virtual machine management and migration
scheme for vehicular clouds with vehicular VM hosts. Efficient resource management will also
be a central aspect in the research. The objective of this thesis is to propose, test and refine a VM
management system for the VC. The following list summarizes the breakdown of objectives for
this thesis:
1. Develop a mobility model for VM migration scheme testing,
2. Propose and test VM migration schemes,
3. Evaluate scheme performance using various metrics,
4. Re-evaluate performance while incorporating limitations of existing communication
protocols, testing non-ideal channel conditions and potentially revising algorithms,
5. Compare performance with optimized theoretical performance benchmark.
The scope of the thesis is limited to the above contributions, but it does not cover aspects
including:
1. Processing and pre-migration communication delays,
2. Realistic modeling of the channel, medium contention, fading/shadowing,
3. Communication/network users outside the VC,
7

4. Communication overhead due to subscribers using the VC,
5. Security and privacy of the VC,
These limitations are not entirely disregarded, such as non-ideal communication conditions,
network congestion and minimizing the bandwidth utilization with the goal of leaving as much
bandwidth available for primary users of the cloud. It is also important to note that there are
several assumptions, mentioned throughout the thesis, that can also be considered limitations of
this study, and removing said assumptions is important in future research.

1.5 Contributions
This thesis has several main contributions:
1. Designing a coded mobility model to reflect an urban setting including: varying levels of
congestion, vehicles moving at various speeds with a realistic mobility pattern, traffic
lights, and temporarily parked vehicles.
2. Proposing and testing several novel virtual machine migration algorithms for the vehicular
cloud using the mobility model including: a benchmark algorithm for performance
comparison, consecutively adaptive and intelligent algorithms,
3. Incorporating and analyzing limitations of an existing wireless communication protocol
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) to observe the impact of network congestion and
communication imperfections,
4. Proposing and testing a novel way to utilize the Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP)
problem for generating an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation of the vehicular
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virtual machine migration problem. This is then compared with the previously proposed
heuristic algorithms and showing it as the new benchmark for performance.
The findings of this thesis can be further extended to general mobile clouds and has potential
to be expanded upon in several ways, such as incorporating the use of a network modeler or
exploring multi-destination migrations for resilience. The future research is outlined in the final
chapter.

1.6 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a survey of the stateof-the-art of virtual machine migration schemes for the conventional and the vehicular cloud.
Chapter 3 presents the preliminary contributions of this thesis: the simplified mobility model and
the preliminary vehicular virtual machine migration schemes. The simulation metrics and results
of the preliminary contributions are presented in Chapter 4, followed by the refined mobility
model and the updated algorithms. Chapter 5 presents the simulation metrics used to analyze the
advanced algorithms in the refined mobility model, as well as presenting and simulating the nonideal communication scenario. Chapter 6 presents an Integer Linear Program formulation of the
problem for comparison with the heuristics. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses future work and the
conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Virtual Machine Migration and Vehicular
Clouds: State-of-the-Art

2.1 Introduction
In the Cloud Computing context, the word ‘dynamic’ typically describes the cloud subscriber
as opposed to the (static) cloud resources. An example of this includes users accessing cloudbased storage via his/her laptop or mobile phone/tablet. The concept of a dynamic resource
remains quite novel. As presented earlier, typical cloud resources are hosted in static data
centers. The paradigm of a dynamic resource for cloud services is appealing due to the
ubiquitous nature of hardware with networking capabilities in the present day. Rarely are cloudfriendly devices available without a near-constant connection to the Internet. It is a logical step to
capitalize on such abundance of hardware to further reduce the costs burdening cloud providers.
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Utilizing mobile resources rather than static physical resources introduces a range of potential
issues that would impede the effectiveness of such an implementation. These issues include:


Unpredictable mobility patterns – devices moving (to some extent randomly) are difficult
to manage,



Resource availability – due to the mobility of the devices and the often battery-powered
nature of said devices, network coverage and battery life can impact resource availability,



Network congestion – dynamic resources would not necessarily be utilizing a dedicated
network, and are susceptible to congestion in shared networks,



Connection issues – wireless protocols would be the more appropriate choice for dynamic
resources, potentially exposing the resources to communication channel instabilities,



Device heterogeneity – unlike server farms, dynamic resources are quite varied, including
tablets, mobile phones, vehicles, laptops.

Currently, resources housed in data centers offer solutions to the above issues, at the cost of
maintaining, managing and funding the center. These static resources avoid mobility issues,
communication and network issues, due to the center being hard-wired. Aside from failure of a
resource, there are no reasons for availability fluctuations. However, the costs involved in a static
data center, capable of hosting cloud services, are significant.
The focus of this thesis is virtual machine migration, specifically for the vehicular cloud. It is
important to refer to existing virtual machine migration techniques in the traditional cloud, to
assess their feasibility for dynamic/vehicular clouds. After which, further studies regarding
vehicular clouds will be discussed. The next section presents an overview of virtual machine
migration and management techniques.
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2.2 Virtual Machine Migration and Management:
Overview
In [MIS12], the authors present a comprehensive overview of the need for VM migration
within general CC implementations. There are several main reasons to migrate a VM:
Consolidation of Servers: Servers may host multiple (possibly related/interconnected) VMs
on separate machines. This is less preferable than (if possible) having these VMs on the same, if
not on closer physical hosts. This also allows the machines which are now left unused to be put
into standby or even off states, saving energy.
Balancing Processing Load: Physical hosts may have uneven loads and it is often preferable
to migrate some VMs to evenly distribute loads. This gives physical hosts a more efficient level
of utilization that can be advantageous in the event of increased demands.
Counteracting Hot/Cold Spots: In the pool of physical hosts, VMs are assigned to various
machines. Multiple VMs may be hosted on the same physical machine (known as “co-location”)
while some machines may be unutilized/underutilized [DES11]. A hotspot occurs when the
physical resources allotted to a VM are near the limits that may cause SLA violations. On the
other hand, a ‘cold spot’ occurs when the resources are underutilized. Hotspots are undesirable
due to the potential SLA violations while cold spots are undesirable because they are a direct
result of inefficient resource utilization.

2.2.1 Virtual Machine Migration Requirements
In [MIS12], the authors present several heuristics for VM migration. These heuristics address:
when to migrate, which VMs to migrate, and where to migrate the VMs.
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When to migrate is a decision that the technique deployed must make based on ‘triggers’ or
events that lead to migration [MIS12]. Examples may be a routine/scheduled migration, executed
to preventively avoid the need to migrate. Another instance can be the existence of a hotspot.
These entail detection methods that must detect the hotspot before it is ‘too hot’ (the VM’s
resources are reaching storage/computation limits). Some detection techniques involve
performance thresholds as metrics. These can also involve more intelligent and predictive
methods to proactively migrate a VM before an inevitable hotspot. Migration of course can be
avoided if the physical host has excess capacity to offer the VM in need, otherwise, migration is
necessary. Further details of hotspot detection can be found in [WOO07]. Another reason for
migration would be an uneven distribution of loads across a group of physical hosts, reducing the
overall efficiency. Some physical hosts may have spare storage/processing capacity and this can
be utilized to increase the overall efficiency of the data center. As discussed earlier, physical
machines have hypervisors that can be used to monitor a host’s utilization. These values can be
used to determine whether to migrate VMs for load balancing or for consolidation (to power
down/off certain machines) with the goal of maximizing efficiency. Finally, new VMs
introduced to a physical host and/or VMs being removed (due to completion or migration), can
be considered triggers for migration assessment. If the removal or addition of a VM changes
resource utilization enough to meet certain requirements, a migration may be initiated.
Selecting which VM(s) to migrate is an issue that is also discussed in [MIS12]. Such a
decision can involve comparing potential migration candidates only. In some more complex
decision methods, both the source and destination host’s states, prior to and as a consequence of
the migration are considered. While the general goal is to select the VM requiring minimal effort
to migrate, a potential goal could be to take into account the impact of the migration as well, in
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order to decide whether the effort (minimal or otherwise) is worthwhile. The VM selected could
be migrated due to it being the one with constrained resources. Several references present other
more holistic approaches, taking into account various metrics concerning the physical resources
available/needed [MIS11][SIN08][WOO07]. Other heuristics take into account ties between
VMs (in terms of communication, shared memory), in order to avoid migrating a VM to a
location where it would actually cost more to run resulting in network overhead
[DES11][WOO09]. In [MIS12], the authors highlight the need for heuristics to address selecting
the destination of a VM migration. Similarly to when selecting which VM to migrate, methods
can be concerned with the available resources at the destination, the ties between VMs and the
various overheads involved in migrating. Once when, which, from where and where to migrate
the VM have all been decided, the migration itself takes place. This is discussed next.

2.2.2 Virtual Machine Migration Schemes
In [WOO07], the authors present a method for handling hotspots that includes several stages.
As mentioned earlier, after hotspot detection, there is a need to estimate the necessary changes in
resource allocations (the provisioning stage). The algorithm to deal with the hotspot involves
selecting VMs and destinations for migration. The authors discuss that the problem of finding an
optimal mapping of all VMs to physical machines, to avoid SLA violations, is in fact analogous
to the “multidimensional bin packing problem.” This is an NP-hard problem. Determining
whether a feasible solution exists is also NP-hard [WOO07]. As such, the authors resort to a
heuristic approach. The goal for their approach (aside from which VM and where to migrate) is
to minimize the amount of data that is transferred, also referred to as “migration overhead”. This
will be referred to in this thesis as network (rather than migration) overhead. The method of
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migration used is in essence hot/live migration. This is as opposed to cold migration, where the
VM is inactive. A live migration is more complex as it requires multiple retransmissions due to
changes in the VM state while operational during migration [ELR10].

2.2.3 Traditional Virtual Machine Migration
A typical migration involves several stages as shown in Figure 2.1. Note that skipping Stage 2
is what makes a migration cold as opposed to hot/live. Another way to consider live migration, in
an analogy to wireless network handover techniques, is as a make-before-break process. Only
upon guaranteeing the destination is correctly set and ready to host the VM, does the source
cease hosting. If the migration cannot be successfully completed for any reason, the source
aborts and resumes operation (or the migration attempt repeats) [CLA05]. Also note that the user
only experiences actual downtime during Stages 3 and 4.
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Figure 2.1: Migration Stages [CLA05]
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2.2.4 Volume-based Migration Scheme
The heuristic presented in [WOO07] utilizes a similar live migration process as described but
with some specific steps. Firstly, after the hotspot is detected, to avoid the NP-hard problem of
deciding on a new mapping for all VMs, a single VM (or small subset) is chosen for migration.
Using a simple greedy algorithm, the authors aim to migrate (if possible) the VMs from the
machine that is experiencing the most severe strain, to, logically, those experiencing the least.
This algorithm also takes into account the amount of data to be copied during the migration. A
sorting technique is utilized.
The volume of a physical machine is calculated as:

𝑉𝑜𝑙 = (

1
1
1
)(
)(
)
1 − 𝑐𝑝𝑢 1 − 𝑛𝑒𝑡 1 − 𝑚𝑒𝑚

(2.1)

where:
𝑐𝑝𝑢

total utilization of the physical machine’s CPU,

𝑛𝑒𝑡

total utilization of the physical machine’s network interface,

𝑚𝑒𝑚

total utilization of the physical machine’s memory.

As the utilization of each resource increases, the volume will increase. These variables are
assigned a value from 0 to 1 − 𝜖.
The VMs are assigned a “volume-to-size ratio” (VSR), which is the volume of their
corresponding physical machine divided by their size (memory utilized). It is important to note
that these are values proposed by the authors in [WOO07] and can be modified depending on the
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administrator’s priorities. For example, more (or less) parameters of utilization can be considered
when calculating volume, and size (in VSR) does not necessarily have to be just the memory
utilized by the VM, it can include other parameters that define the VM size. Such modifications
to the equations and parameters used can be found in [CHE12], where the authors take into
account network performance when calculating volume. However, the following explains the
unmodified algorithm:
1. Sort physical machines according to volume.
2. Sort VMs on each machine according to VSR.
3. Address highest VSR VM on highest volume physical machine.
4. Check if physical machine with lowest volume has resources that can sufficiently support
that VM.
5. If so then it is ‘assigned’ to it, until migration time. If not, the next lowest volume physical
machine is considered.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until either a viable candidate is found or none are found. If none are
found, repeat step 3, with the next highest VSR on the same physical machine.
7. Once a viable candidate is found, the process is repeated until the physical machine would
no longer be a hotspot if all the VMs are in fact migrated to their assigned destinations.
8. Repeat the process again for the next hotspot until there would be no hotspots remaining if
migration occurs.
9. Migrations are initiated using output of algorithm: A list of VMs and their assigned
destinations.
It is important to reiterate for clarity, the fact that the algorithm performs no migrations until it
completes stages 1 to 8. This means that VMs are assessed for potential migration destinations
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based on volume and VSR. This is repeated for as many VMs and physical machines
experiencing hotspots as needed and predicted effects of migration are used. Only after all
assessments are made and VMs are assigned destinations (if any), does the algorithm begin VM
migration. A potential study could consider conducting both the migration and the algorithm
concurrently. This could prove some form of improvement.
There is a possibility that no physical machines have enough spare capacity to handle any of
the VMs that need to be migrated to alleviate the hotspot. The authors counter this with a “swap”
algorithm within the heuristic [WOO07]. As the term swap implies, the algorithm attempts to
alleviate hotspots by swapping a VM (with a high VSR) from the hotspot, with several VMs
(with a low VSR) from a low volume physical machine. The collective volume freed by the low
VSR VMs needs to be enough to support the high VSR VM from the hotspot. This may not
alleviate the hotspot initially, but will give more liberty for the regular algorithm to perform
some migrations with the low VSR VMs (after they have been migrated). It is important to note
that the heuristic only addresses one VM (on a hotspot) for potential migration. This is not the
case presented in [DES11].

2.2.5 Migration of Co-located Virtual Machines
In [DES11], the authors present a different way to tackle migration. Firstly, when migrating a
VM, it is not considered independently. The authors address multiple VMs, hosted on the same
physical machine, that interact with one another. The study argues that it is better to migrate colocated VMs, and to migrate them simultaneously. Furthermore, the process of migration utilizes
“de-duplication,” resulting in what the authors called “live gang migration” [DES11]. This can
be seen illustrated in Figure 2.2 and is described in what follows.
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De-duplication is the main advantage of this method; whereby the pages (memory pages)
moved during migration are minimized, because co-located VMs may have similar/identical
pages, there is no need to transmit the same information multiple times, overloading the network.
This of course will increase the computation overhead at the sake of network overhead, where
the migration process needs to analyze the pages prior to migrating for similarities. This is the
preparation phase, which is then followed by the migration. Pages are scanned periodically to
find identical pages. Every iteration, only pages modified since the last scan are checked (to
minimize computation). The identical pages are stored in a hash table. Finally, the migration
takes place. All the co-located VMs are migrated.

Figure 2.2: De-duplication in Live gang migration [DES11]

When migrating a VM, if a page contained is registered in the hash table, it is sent in full (the
first time) and subsequently only an identifier is sent with the VM (thereby reducing the amount
of data copied). The destination can then use the identifier to just copy the page locally. The
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authors go into further detail regarding the actual mechanisms used to identify identical pages.
Also, it is important to note that de-duplication can be done at a subpage level. The methods are
all done while the VMs are inactive, which essential means it is a cold migration technique. The
authors claim a live (or “online de-duplication”) is not considered for further evaluation due to
low performance [DES11]. The performance of the proposed method in comparison to the
typical migration, compressing pages prior to migration online and in the offline case is shown to
be an improvement. The total migration time is considerably less. Logically as the number of
VMs increases, the true contribution of the method appears. Exact values can be found in
[DES11].

2.2.6 Virtual Machine Migration in Dynamic Clouds
In [LIU16], the authors present a more recent study of virtual machine migration techniques,
with a focus on dynamic clouds. The authors refer to the dynamic cloud in this context to mean a
rapidly changing cloud, not a cloud with mobile resources.
The authors propose a migration strategy and several algorithms to suit clouds of a dynamic
nature. They point out several potential causes for migration: a) Existing strategies often overallocate resources to VMs, which assume that subscribers overestimate their needs, and as such
resources can often go unused. Administrators assign VMs to the same physical resource, with
the cumulative load ‘promised’ to the VMs is greater than the resource available, in hopes of
minimizing unused resources. However, this could potentially cause a hotspot rapidly appearing,
should a VM indeed request its full load, violating SLAs, b) alternative strategies avoid the
previous issue by only allocating VMs their needed resources, at the cost of having unused
resources reserved until the VM is released.
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The authors propose a migration mechanism to solve this issue that involves periodic
checking of and a setting of certain thresholds to determine which VMs will need to be migrated
and when. This may involve several violations of the SLA but it is only temporary and is merely
a trigger for migration.
The authors then address the selection methodology for the destination of migration. This
involves calculating correlation coefficients for all VMs and servers using several equations.
VMs that have the highest correlation with their host are those needing priority in migration. The
correlation between the migrating VM and potential servers is calculated and the minimum is
selected as the destination. Their simulations show the algorithm outperforms many existing
methods.
In the literature, there are several other approaches to VM migration. These include
prioritizing VMs and even the applications they are running to give lower downtimes to higher
priority VMs and vice versa [JIA13]. Other studies address the issues involved with IP
configuration when migrating over wide-area networks [BRA07][TRA06]. Further studies
focused on VM migration can be found in [AHM15A], [AKO10], [BIL15], [BOU13], [DES16],
[KAN16], [MAI16], [MAN16], [MIS11], [PAR09], [WAN13], [WU11], [XU10], [YE11], and
[ZHA12]. As all the previously mentioned studies focused on traditional cloud computing
scenarios, it is important to discuss Dynamic Clouds, in terms of mobility and not stability. The
next section shall introduce the current state of research regarding Dynamic Clouds relative to
the traditional cloud.
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2.3 Vehicular Cloud State-of-the-Art
Dynamic or mobile clouds can refer to several specific implementations or contexts, but this
thesis focuses mainly on vehicular clouds. The notion of the Vehicular Cloud has been studied
from various perspectives. In essence, a VC (or vehicular cloud computing) is a cloud
environment that incorporates resources offered by vehicles (among other more traditional
sources) [ALM12][GER14][HE14][LEE14][MAN12][VIG14].

VC

Services

Infrastructure

Applications

CompaaS

Static

Parking Lots

STaaS

Dynamic

Traffic
Management

NaaS

Safety

INaaS

Typical CC

ENaaS

CaaS

Figure 2.3: Vehicular Cloud Overview [WHA14]

Naturally, this involves several obstacles, or better put, areas of research, which arise from the
field of vehicular networks overlapping with cloud computing. Among these obstacles are
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energy efficiency, mobility of resources, wireless communication constraints, latency issues,
scarcity and limitation of resources, safety issues, security and privacy issues, standardization
issues and networking complexities. A high-level survey of vehicular cloud computing is
illustrated in Figure 2.3 [WHA14]. Beyond the three levels of abstraction discussed earlier, there
are studies which explain the other types of service that can be offered with various VC
deployments [ARI12][DIN13][ELT10][GER12][GU13][MOU11]. VCs can offer Computing-asa-Service (CompaaS) [WHA14], Storage-as-a-Service (STaaS) [ARI12], Network-as-a-Service
(NaaS) [ARI12], Information-as-a-Service (INaaS) [DIN13], Entertainment-as-a-Service
(ENaaS) [DIN13], Cooperation-as-a-Service (CaaS) [MOU11], and Traffic-Information-as-aService (TIaaS) [HUS13] among others. These various levels of service utilize the hardware on
the vehicle. Vehicular electronic capabilities are constantly evolving (and improving) as a result
of research in the field of Intelligent Transportation Systems [SAN12]. As such, there are several
resources that are often underutilized by vehicle owners and operators.
In [WHA14], the authors discuss several ways to employ a VC, specifically in terms of
deployment/set up. This is due to the main difference between VC and normal cloud
deployments: the hardware being located on a group of vehicles, as opposed to a data center. A
brief comparison is presented in Table 2.1.
In order to establish a vehicular cloud, there are three ways [WHA14].
1. Forming a cloud between a group of static/parked vehicles, which is the closest analogy to
the conventional cloud, and is the easiest to manage [ELT10].
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2. Forming a cloud and linking it to an infrastructure or backbone (be it cellular towers or a
wired link to the Internet). This backbone would be very helpful in managing and
orchestrating the cloud [OLA13].
3. Forming a cloud between a group of moving vehicles (with or without the assistance of
the infrastructure). This is the most complex yet most common scenario that can be used
to establish a VC [OLA11].
Table 2.1 – Comparison between Conventional Clouds and Vehicular Clouds
Comparison Aspect

Conventional Cloud

Vehicular Cloud

Communication Interfaces

Wired/Wireless

Wireless (unless in specific cases)

Power Sources

Mains/Grid

Local/Battery/Alternator

Hardware Ownership

Organization/Data Center/Governmental

Vehicle owner

Hardware Location

Data Centers/Organizations/Ad Hoc
volunteers

Completely Ad Hoc volunteers
(with compensation)

Hardware Physical State

Static

Mobile (unpredictable behavior)

Resource Capabilities

Varied (High, Medium, Restricted)

Mostly restricted

Vulnerability

Typical data center security threats

Wireless vulnerability/Resources
are not at hand to monitor

Hardware Uniformity

Technology consistent within data centers

Varies from vehicle to vehicle

Hardware Resilience/FaultTolerance

Incorporated by data center administrator

May or may not be incorporated

Cost of Equipment

Significant overhead to invest in data center

Hardware already in existence

There is a greater focus in the literature on static clouds and/or heavy reliance on an
infrastructure. This is logical as the obstacles faced are far less. Further studies on the VC can be
found in [ALS14], [BAB12], [GER13], [WAN11], [YAN12A], and [YAN12B].
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2.3.1 VC Architecture and VM Migration Schemes
In [ABI11], [QIN12], and [YU13], the authors envision the VC architecture at multiple levels.
First, the central or conventional cloud is linked to the vehicular cloud via the roadside cloud
(RC). The roadside cloud is a group of servers and wireless communication towers which are
located in close proximity to the roads, unlike the central cloud which is housed in remote data
centers. The roadside serves only the vehicular cloud with regards to cloud management,
communication management and routing. The interface between the RC and the VC is a
“roadside unit” (RU). In essence, the communication between the RC and the VC is analogous to
(if not is exactly the same as) Infrastructure-to-Vehicle/Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (I2V/V2I
communication) [CON08][NAR11][SAN08]. Communication within the VC is, in a similar
fashion, Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication.
The VC level requires dynamic scheduling between the vehicles for efficiently managed
communication. The authors propose two possible ways to handle this: Generalized VC
Controller (GVCC) and Specified VC Controller (SVCC). GVCC implies a centralized
management approach. This also means that the hardware at the heart of the management
requires more computation capability. SVCC is a decentralized (ad-hoc) management approach.
The first notion of VM migration with respect to VC is introduced when describing potential
applications presented in this study are shown in [YU13]:
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Table 2.2 – Vehicular Cloud Applications and VM Hosts
Comparison Aspect

VM Host

In-vehicle infotainment (IVI)

-

Social networking between vehicles

-

Location-based services

-

Traffic data mining for real-time navigation

Central and Roadside Cloud

Distributed storage for video surveillance

Roadside Cloud

Cooperative download of a large file

Vehicles

For real-time navigation VMs are hosted on RCs, and are migrated along with motion path of
the vehicle. This is needed to maintain that the VM is in the RC that has the vehicle within its
coverage, to update the vehicle with real-time navigation. There are also VMs run on the central
cloud, which handle the data-mining for the congestion information. For video surveillance,
rather than store video on a bus Hard Disk Drive (HDD) and analyze it offline, again, utilize the
VM on the RC. As the bus moves between RCs, it stores the next segment on the nearest
cloudlet. The VM is migrated accordingly. Once an accident occurs, the videos are accessed ondemand (albeit in a fragmented fashion). Only in cooperative download of a large file do the
authors suggest a method requiring vehicles to host the VM. When downloading a large file, the
initiating vehicle selects other vehicles to help with the download. Each assisting vehicle hosts a
VM, downloading parts and sending them to the initiator when complete (without any
commitment to the infrastructure anymore). The initiator then assembles the file.
The next section presents the state-of-the-art with respect to vehicular clouds.
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2.3.2 State-of-the-Art VC Studies
Vehicular cloud and Mobile cloud research is a broad field and topics range from issues
relating to fault-tolerance [GHA15], security and privacy issues [AHM15B][YAN12A] and
[YAN12B], to designing virtual and physical testbeds [LU16][PAS16], among other focuses
[ADH16][BAR16][BIT15][CO15][EZI15][GAI16][HUS15][TAO15][KIM16][KUM15]
[SHO16].
In [AHM15B], [ALO15], and [HUS15] the authors present a survey on the recent studies of
vehicular clouds. The authors in [AHM15B] describe the vehicular cloud architecture in 3 tiers:
vehicles, infrastructure, and traditional online cloud.
The grouping of all three tiers creates what the authors describe as a general architecture for
vehicular cloud networking. The authors let the “cloud leader” define what specific type of cloud
is implemented, be it a vehicle or the RU. The authors also specify several potential applications
for such a scenario: video surveillance, bandwidth management of VC services, real-time
navigation, remote traffic management.
In all cases, the authors focus generally on applications that would specifically benefit the
vehicular cloud or benefit from the uniqueness of the vehicular cloud, not as an alternative or
complementary asset to the traditional cloud model. As such the authors emphasize that security
is of the utmost importance, on the cybersecurity level, on the wireless communication level and
at the infrastructure level. The authors then outline the various threats and their criticality. In
[ALO15], the authors address the importance of Quality of Experience, in terms of service
provisioning.
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The most recent and relevant studies to this thesis are [BAR16] and [LIU16]. While [LIU16]
addresses dynamic clouds in terms of stability and not mobility, [BAR16] addresses the pairing
of virtual machine migration and vehicular clouds. Sharing the same journal as our main
publication, and citing our preliminary publication, the authors address the feasibility of VM
migration for VCs.
In [BAR16], the authors also discuss the core focus of this thesis: virtualizing the resources of
a vehicle for the cloud. Analogous to the traditional data center, the vehicles would serve as the
physical machines. The users are forecasted to be mobile users, rather than the typical cloud user
(business desktops etc.). The authors also target direct vehicle to vehicle migrations at
predestined points in the topology. Unlike the proposed methods of this thesis, the authors use a
history-based approach rather than an adaptive and intelligent decision making process.
The authors utilize an existing trace map of bus routes, and consequently use buses as their
hosts, which while effective, does not address all the remaining (more importantly unused
vehicles) in the grid. Based on the existing trace map, points of highest contact between buses
are highlighted via a heat map and are designated as ‘hotspots’ where migration can occur,
directly from bus to bus. This reduces the need for on-the-fly computation but potentially leaves
room for cases when a migration cannot occur due to various reasons, such as lack of space, time
etc.
The proposed method and the feasibility analysis is sound, however, the methodology
proposed in this thesis will address many shortcomings of that study as well as prove to be
potentially simpler and more effective.
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2.4 Discussion
Aside from the lack of literature addressing VM migration schemes within a VC context, this
section is a brief summary and commentary on the presented points regarding the pre-migration
and migration phases in the various works discussed earlier. Table 2.3 presents the various issues
presented earlier and their suitability in relation to the VC.
Table 2.3 – Suitability Analysis of Existing VM Management Schemes for the VC
Issue

VC Suitability
Hotspot detection algorithms no longer apply as triggers. The

Deciding when to migrate [MIS12]

main trigger for migration would be vehicles leaving the coverage
area. This requires estimation of mobility patterns [TOR12]

Deciding which VM to migrate [MIS12]

Deciding where to migrate [MIS12]

Cold migration [CLA05]

Existing algorithms may be too slow or complex with the limited
resources
This requires either a shared knowledge between vehicles or a
controlling node regarding utilization levels (or ‘volume’)
May not be suitable as it is not necessarily feasible to have
nonoperational VMs stored on a moving vehicle
Without modifications, the 5-stage process may require too much

Live migration [CLA05]

of a network overhead and a connectivity commitment between
source and destination
Again, requires frequent interaction vehicles with active VMs.

Volume/VSR method [WOO07]

However, it would only be suitable for determining where to
migrate, because hotspot detection is not necessarily valid

Network performance aware method
[CHE12]

De-duplication/gang migration [DES11]

Priority-based migration [JIA13]

More suitable than the unmodified VSR method as it considers
more parameters (specifically network overhead) which is
pertinent to VC
Only feasible if a vehicle can support multiple VMs
Only feasible if a vehicle can support multiple VMs unless
priority comparisons are conducted across multiple vehicles
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The lack of suitability can be considered an obstacle, and hence a potential module to address
in the thesis. The potential gaps in research will be discussed in the next section.

2.5 Obstacles and Gaps in Existing Studies
Very few studies, at this time, address vehicles as virtual machine hosts for the vehicular
cloud. Such a scenario necessitates an effective virtual machine management and migration
scheme. The startup capital or overhead required for a completely new (or upgraded)
infrastructure to prepare roadside cloudlets to host virtual machines is much greater than utilizing
the already existing and underutilized hardware within vehicles currently in operation.
Furthermore, the running costs of powerful servers and roadside units to support the vehicular
cloud would be significantly higher if they are to host the majority of the computation/storage
loads, as opposed to relying more heavily on the vehicles as hosts. The reason for focusing on
CompaaS and STaaS specifically is that these are the most penetrative services for the average
cloud user: Cloud-based computations and cloud-based storage.
As such, the goal of this thesis is to design, optimize and simulate a resource-aware scheme
for virtual machine management and migration in the vehicular cloud. The specific services to be
offered by the vehicular cloud in focus are Computing-as-a-Service and Storage-as-a-Service.
The issues discussed earlier with regards to suitability for VC are analyzed in terms obstacles
and potential solutions are presented in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 – Traditional Cloud VM Migration for the VC – Issues and Potential Solutions
Issue

Solutions
Require a method for vehicles (or RC) to detect appropriate migration time.
This may rely on a method similar to cellular handover techniques, using

Deciding when to migrate
[MIS12]

received signal strength to predict location within coverage and distance from
end of coverage footprint. This would be modified to include a predictive
mechanism using speed and acceleration to estimate time within coverage
remaining. Once near threshold of maximum migration time, initiate
migration
This is a job for the RC, as overseer or manager of the VC in order to decide
who and where to migrate, based on analysis of the topology and geographic

Deciding which VM and
where to migrate to [MIS12]

layout of the various vehicles in coverage. If this is a local decision, it
mandates frequent exchange of status packets between vehicles with the
dynamically changing environment. The factors taken into account when
selecting which VM could vary depending on the computing resources
available for the algorithm
Assuming the migration decisions have been made, when, which and to

Live migration [CLA05]

where, migration needs a duration of constant connectivity (because the user
is still connected while the migration occurs) between source vehicle and
destination vehicle, unless a pausing mechanism is incorporated.

Volume/VSR method

Such a mechanism requires either frequent interactions (network overhead)

[WOO07], network

and significant computation overhead between vehicles, or involvement of a

performance aware method

roadside unit with some minimal intelligence (as opposed to a full data center

[CHE12]

roadside)

De-duplication/gang
migration [DES11]

Possibly applicable if there are multiple vehicles that the RC can tell to
migrate simultaneously due to their soon-to-be departure, to vehicles that are
still in coverage

Priority-based migration

Again, would require heavy involvement from the RC and frequent

[JIA13]

interactions between vehicles and the RC

2.6 Summary
This chapter presented a survey of the state-of-the-art of the Vehicular Cloud as well as
discussing virtual machine migration schemes in the traditional cloud. The aim of this chapter
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was to present a background of the current state of research and to make way for the next
chapter, introducing the contributions of the thesis.
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Chapter 3

Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration

3.1 Introduction
One of the main obstacles associated with a vehicular cloud, and dynamic clouds in general, is
the issue of VM migration. To avoid SLA violations, the cloud provider must ensure an
acceptable degree of VM availability. This is a more critical concern in a dynamic cloud than a
static cloud, as the resources can both frequently and unpredictably move in and out of network
coverage. A resource outside network coverage, logically, is inaccessible to a cloud subscriber,
and as such this could directly result in an SLA violation. While cloud service providers would
attempt to minimize such violations by storing multiple redundant copies of VMs, this may not
be enough to maximize availability.
Vehicles acting as VM hosts are analogous to physical machines in data centers. The more
pressing reason for VM migration is not a hotspot, but a vehicle leaving network coverage. A
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vehicle leaving network coverage will not be accessible by the cloud subscriber, let alone the
administrator. However, if a vehicle can successfully migrate its hosted VM to another vehicle
before it leaves network coverage, this would avoid the SLA violation. Unlike in static data
centers, migration of a VM is not as straightforward as selecting an alternative physical location
that has enough space. This thesis proposes, evaluates and compares several migration schemes
that will address issues unique to a dynamic (specifically vehicular) cloud.
The analysis of the various proposed algorithms requires an environment within which a
vehicular cloud can be deployed for evaluation. A physical testbed to accurately imitate a
vehicular environment is very expensive, difficult to manage, and it is more practical to simulate
the concept within a software environment [CON08][LAN08][MAR11][SOM08][TOR12].
There are several existing proprietary and open-source traffic/mobility model simulators
available, each with its own inherent strengths and limitations. Examples include Simulation of
Urban Mobility (SUMO) (open-source) and Vissim (proprietary) [KOT09][PAS16][PTV17].
Both tools can offer highly realistic and accurate traffic models, with varying degrees of
scalability. Both microscopic and macroscopic simulations can be set up to model individual
vehicles or aggregate flows. Such tools, especially open-source tools could prove very useful for
more complex analyses in future research. The authors of [KOT09] present a more detailed
analysis of various traffic simulators, analyzing features (such as a graphical user interface or 3D
modeling), processing and memory performance, and scalability.
There are several motivations to develop a simple mobility model rather than to rely on the
available tools. The model must be microscopic, scalable, light on processing, and most
importantly, guarantee compatibility/interoperability with any potential tools to be used
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throughout the thesis. The model should merely test the basic performance of the proposed
algorithms. The model is initially quite simple, to focus on testing the proposed schemes, but it
becomes more complex in later sections of the thesis. However, it is still simple enough to
minimize computation requirements. The simplicity will also make tracing and debugging the
migration algorithms easier.

3.2 Simplified Mobility Model
Rural or suburban settings are less appealing for a VC implementation than an
urban/downtown setting due to the abundance of vehicles in higher spatial density, as well as an
existing and high-capacity network coverage. A typical city center setting can be simplified to a
grid-like region. For the sake of simplicity at this stage of the study, a grid comprised of three
large horizontal roads intersecting with three large vertical roads, as shown in Figure 3.1, should
suffice. The resulting layout can be considered a graph with 9 vertices, oriented in a 3×3 layout
as shown in Figure 3.1, with the transitions from each vertex symbolizing a one-way section of
the street from an intersection (or vertex) to the next. Each transition is assumed to be 500m
long. These are generic values assumed to represent a typical downtown setting.
Based on this layout, there are a finite and known number of possible entry and exit points to
the grid. The entry points are S ∈ {1, 2, 6, 7, 9} and the exit points are D ∈ {1, 3, 4, 8, 9} . A
vehicle is assumed to enter and leave the grid, and hence has a trajectory that can be defined as a
sequence of intersections or transitions. For each vehicle i the trajectory is:


TN = {N1 , N2 , … Nk }, where k is the length of the path, as a number of intersections (Ni ).



TL = {L1 , L2 , … Lk−1}, where Li is ith leg of the trajectory traversed.
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Figure 3.1: Modeled Grid Layout

It is also assumed that for all vehicles in the model:
1. N1 = Si , Nk = Di , Si ≠ Di . Vehicles must exit at a point other than the point of entry.
2. Li ≠ Lj ∀ i, j, i ≠ j. Vehicles are allowed to revisit intersections provided that they never
use the same leg twice.
These assumptions are selected to minimize the complexity of the model to maintain focus on
the contributions of the thesis, the VM migration schemes (to be presented in later sections).
These assumptions mean there are a total of 39 possible trajectories (exhaustively), presented in
Table 3.1. There are cases when multiple paths exist for one entry/exit pair.
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Table 3.1 – Possible Vehicle Trajectories
Si Di N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9
1 3
1
2
3
1 3
1
2
5
8
9
6
3
1 4
1
2
5
4
1 4
1
2
5
8
9
6
5
4
1 8
1
2
5
8
1 9
1
2
5
8
9
2 1
2
5
4
1
2 1
2
5
8
9
6
5
4
1
2 3
2
3
2 3
2
5
8
9
6
3
2 4
2
5
4
2 4
2
5
8
9
6
5
4
2 8
2
5
8
2 9
2
5
8
9
6 1
6
5
4
1
6 3
6
3
6 3
6
5
4
1
2
3
6 4
6
5
4
6 8
6
5
8
6 8
6
5
4
1
2
5
8
6 9
6
5
8
9
6 9
6
5
4
1
2
5
8
9
7 1
7
4
1
7 1
7
8
9
6
5
4
1
7 3
7
8
9
6
3
7 3
7
4
1
2
3
7 3
7
4
1
2
5
8
9
6
3
7 4
7
4
7 4
7
8
9
6
5
4
7 8
7
8
7 8
7
4
1
2
5
8
7 9
7
8
9
7 9
7
4
1
2
5
8
9
9 1
9
6
5
4
1
9 3
9
6
3
9 3
9
6
5
4
1
2
3
9 4
9
6
5
4
9 8
9
6
5
8
9 8
9
6
5
4
1
2
5
8
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It is important to realistically consider the effect of congestion (car traffic) on a vehicle’s top
speed. Logically, as more vehicles flow through the grid, the vehicles will not be travelling as
fast as they would be able to when the congestion is lower. As such, depending on the congestion
level, a ceiling is imposed on the top speed permitted. With three congestion levels studied,
High, Medium and Low, the speeds modeled are:
1. High congestion: 10, 20, 30Km/h.
2. Medium congestion: 10, 20, 30, 40Km/h.
3. Low congestion: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50Km/h.
A tool was necessary that could achieve the following:
1. Autonomously and rapidly create a mobility model, with various congestions levels,
2. Seamless incorporate this mobility model as an input to run the novel schemes,
3. Facilitate the rapid execution of the migration schemes,
4. Analyze the performance of each scheme,
5. Repeat all steps rapidly and autonomously collect results for multiple seeds.
Any involvement of multiple tools to achieve the above goals, would require inter-software
compatibility, without user involvement. Such a scenario could be potentially non-existent,
without significant modification. MATLAB was selected to design and build an engine to
achieve the above 5 goals [MAT16]. This will be further explained in the following section,
which is also summarized in the preliminary publication related to this thesis [REF14].

3.2.1 MATLAB and Revised Simplified Mobility Model
MATLAB provides a flexible and comprehensive coding environment for this thesis. As it
was back to the drawing board, Algorithm 1 needed some refinements. The features of the
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mobility model proposed earlier had a drawback that needed to be revised; the flow of vehicles
through the grid was not realistic. Vehicles typically do not travel from intersection to
intersection with a constant speed. As proposed earlier, cars instantaneously accelerate from
0Km/h to their designated speed, maintain it until the next intersection, and then decelerate from
their speed to 0Km/h instantaneously. Also, with a certain degree of consistency, cars should
continuously be entering, as well as leaving the grid. The arrival rate of vehicles is what would
determine the congestion level. The process for creating the model in MATLAB is described
next.
A total of 500 vehicles are modeled for every iteration. This will not cause a problem for
congestion modeling as that will be handled based on the arrival rate and will later be addressed.
Each vehicle follows the process shown in Figure 3.3 for trajectory assignment. As shown,
selection of the various parameters determining which trajectory a vehicle is assigned is done so
based on a uniform random distribution. The selection of the start time (‘based on window’), the
selection of the speed (at various points along the path) and as a consequence the migration
initiation time, require a more complex process.
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Figure 3.2: Trajectory Setup Process
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3.2.1.1 Speed Initialization
Each vehicle, based on its trajectory, is assigned various speeds that vary randomly, but
realistically along the path. As a rule of thumb, no abrupt speed changes occur. Speeds can only
increase or decrease in steps of 10Km/h between every second of time passing. Furthermore, a
car is forced to decelerate gradually from whatever speed it was moving at, near four seconds
prior to reaching an intersection. This is such in consideration that at the worst-case speed of
50Km/h, the car will have time to decelerate by 10Km/h steps every second, so that by the time it
reaches the intersection it will have stopped. During the intermediate points along the legs of the
trajectory, the car selects a random speed (uniformly between the possible speeds mentioned
above) and accelerates or decelerates to that speed in 10Km/h increments/decrements every
second until it reaches the desired speed. Once that speed is reached, the random selection of the
next speed is repeated and the vehicle may maintain its speed or change accordingly. This will
achieve a more fluid mobility pattern and a more realistic simulation of vehicular motion.

3.2.1.2 Incorporating Congestion
As described earlier, the congestion level determines the top speeds a vehicle can be assigned.
However, the actual implementation of the congestion levels is achieved by varying a ‘five-cartime-window’. As the congestion level increases, the time-window decreases. Every timewindow, five new cars enter the grid (at uniformly random points within this window). This
translates to a higher number of cars entering the grid over a shorter time period. This can be
measured using Equation (3.1).

𝑟𝑒 =

𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤
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(3.1)

Setting the time window to 60, 30 and 10 seconds for low, medium and high congestion
respectively, achieves a rate of entry (𝑟𝑒 ) of 5, 10, and 30 cars/min. The 500 modeled cars are
assigned start times in groups of five. For example, for high congestion, the five-car-timewindow is 10 seconds. The first five cars would have start times randomly distributed between 1
and 10 seconds, the second five cars between 11 and 20, and so on, until all 500 cars are assigned
a start time.
At this point, the total duration for all cars to enter and complete their trajectories to the exit,
is easily calculated in the code. However, there is a an undesirable consequence of this method:
near the start of simulation, the grid will be empty, and cars will start to increase, eventually as
time goes on, and the cars start to exit, at some point it will have a steady decrease of vehicles,
until empty again. This is due to the finite number of vehicles modeled. In order to overcome
this, a large number of vehicles is simulated (500) and an observation window, centered in the
midpoint of the simulated time, will be used. The time needed from the first car entering the grid
to the last car leaving the grid, is quite variable and significant. In order to make a fair
observation of such a scenario, with continuous vehicles entering and leaving the grid, an
observation window of 300 seconds, centered in the middle of the total time window is used.
While the migration schemes will run over the entire simulated time, only the observation
window will be analyzed to avoid the unrealistic behavior of filling/emptying the grid.
This sub-section concludes the initialization of the mobility model, in terms of vehicle
mobility patterns. This has no bearing on the novel migration schemes except to serve as the
testing environment. The following sub-section will present the first stage of configurations
pertaining to the VC application.
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3.2.2 Virtual Machine Workload Initialization
To simulate the cloud provider/administrator deploying VMs on the various vehicles, the
workloads to be deployed must first be initialized. To minimize complexity while maintaining a
degree of realism, three VM sizes are modeled: Light = 1 unit, Medium = 2 units, Heavy = 4
units.
Each vehicle is assumed to have a VM-hosting capacity of 8 units and is initialized to host
only one type of VM, but can host a multiple number of the same type. After migrations occur, a
vehicle will be able to host multiple types of VMs, depending on capacity. Figure 3.4 shows the
selection process for each vehicle’s initial VM workload. After selecting the type/size (or no
VM), the number of VMs of that type to be hosted is selected. The figure however, shows the
equivalent number of units resulting from that selection.
It is important to note that the VM sizes are left without specific units at this stage, as
communication aspects are not assessed, except in terms of a time window τ seconds. This time
window is designated as the maximum time that may be required for a successful migration to
occur between two vehicles, from a vehicle determining it is in need to migrate, till the host
successfully takes over the VM. This is arbitrarily set at a constant value of 25 seconds, for any
migration. This is an assumption that will simplify the testing of the migration schemes, and will
be revisited in later sections to study the communication/network effect on the scheme
performance.
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Figure 3.3:– VM Initialization Stages

3.3 Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration – General
Scheme Description
This section presents the novel migration schemes to be evaluated, having sufficiently setup a
basic mobility model and initialized all vehicles’ workloads. The novel scheme Vehicular Virtual
Machine Migration (VVMM) will address:
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1. Frequent and unpredictable vehicular topology changes,
2. Host heterogeneity,
3. Minimizing RU intervention.
The metrics used to gauge the performance of the scheme will be introduced later.
The vehicular cloud under study involves multiple moving vehicles, hosting various VMs. As
such, unlike a conventional cloud data center, the migration triggers are different. In essence, in a
VC, and by extension, any Dynamic Cloud, a VM migration must occur if:
1. A vehicle/node switches from the communication range of one RU to that of another.
2. A vehicle/node is leaving the communication range of any RU to an area without
coverage.
The above cases occur depending on the coverage map of the area under study, the number of
vehicles/nodes, the terrain/topography, the communication protocol, the congestion level, the
various vehicle/node speeds, and the vehicle/node mobility patterns.
In what follows, it must be noted that, the term unsuccessful migration is used to denote an
undesirable outcome. Examples of such an outcome include the VM being migrated and stored
in RU storage, rather than in a vehicle, or hibernated on the vehicular host until it returns to
coverage. In both cases, the client may experience some degraded performance or downtime, but
no loss of information is incurred.
In order to properly assess the scheme performance, three variations are tested and compared.
All variations only address 1:1 migrations, where the destination of the migration can only be
one vehicle. This is an initial assumption, which may be expanded in future refinements to the
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algorithm if needed. The three variations are ‘uniform’, ‘least workload’ and ‘mobility-aware’,
VVMM-U, VVMM-LW and VVMM-MA respectively.
VVMM-U assumes no intelligence in selecting migration destinations, and largely depends on
proximity. VVMM-LW considers a further requirement, that being only candidates with an
excess capacity large enough to handle the migration are considered and those with the least
workload are chosen. Finally, VVMM-MA takes a further requirement beyond VVMM-LW,
where a degree of mobility awareness is employed. Vehicles that qualify for candidacy must be
predictably within range (and not intending to migrate) for the next τ seconds.
As shown in the flowchart in Figure 3.5 there are several stages that the vehicle follows in
each scheme. The main search criteria are what changes depending on the scheme applied. The
three schemes are elaborated further next.
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Figure 3.4:– General VVMM Algorithm

3.4 Detailed Scheme Description
VVMM-U: In the VVMM-U (‘uniform’) scheme, very little intelligence is involved in
selecting migration destinations. A vehicle needing to migrate, need only select whatever vehicle
is nearest it, on the same street, regardless of its excess capacity or future state. If multiple
equidistant vehicles exist, it shall randomly select one. If it is the sole vehicle in the street, it
shall refer to the RU, which shall utilize the same method, but instead of searching on the same
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street, it will look at the entire grid, for the nearest vehicle, again disregarding its excess capacity
or future state. This of course will result in an ‘unsuccessful migration’ in the case that the
selected vehicle has less excess capacity than needed, or if the vehicle selected will itself be
migrating (or is already in the process of doing so) within the next τ seconds.
VVMM-LW: In the VVMM-LW (‘least workload’) scheme, there is slightly more
intelligence involved in the destination selection process. There is an added criteria that a) the
destination of the migration must have enough excess capacity to host the load in question and b)
the vehicle with the least workload (among those that qualify the first criterion) will be chosen.
This process means that a vehicle will consider its neighbors in the same street, for excess
capacity that satisfies its need. Upon finding one (or multiple) it will select the one(s) with the
least workload. If multiple vehicles exist, with such criteria, it will select the nearest one. If no
vehicles in the same street have enough spare capacity (or no vehicles share the street), the
source vehicle will delegate the task to the RU, which will, using the same ‘LW’ criteria, search
the entire grid for a valid candidate. In all stages of the scheme, the candidate vehicle’s future
position/status is still not considered, so now there are less scenarios that lead to an ‘unsuccessful
migration’. One case is where no vehicles are found whatsoever, with sufficient excess capacity.
The other case is the scenario that, after selecting a destination with sufficient capacity, it turns
out that the destination will itself be migrating (or is already in the process of doing so) within
the next τ seconds.
VVMM-MA: The final scheme, utilizing ‘mobility aware’, is the scheme that introduces
further intelligence to the process. Following the same process as VVMM-LW, the vehicle
begins by searching its neighboring streets for vehicles with sufficient excess capacity, however,
they must also satisfy the condition that none of them will be migrating (or are already in the
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process of migrating) within the next τ seconds. There are several ways to predict mobility,
which is important in deciding when to migrate (source) or predicting time remaining in the grid
(destination) [TOR12]. One example of such a way would be to use signal strength to predict
distance from the edge of the grid, and roughly calculate potential time remaining based on
current speed.
Only if a vehicle satisfies the new condition, utilizing knowledge regarding its mobility
pattern and future positions, will it be considered for the ‘LW’ stage. Among the vehicles that
satisfy both the excess capacity and the mobility awareness requirements, the vehicle(s) with the
least workload is/are selected. If multiple exist, the nearest is chosen. This results in a guaranteed
‘successful migration’. In the event that no vehicles satisfy the above requirements, the vehicle
again, refers to the RU, which searches the entire grid, with the same requirements. As described,
this scheme now only results in an ‘unsuccessful migration’ if no vehicles satisfy the above
requirements. This means that unlike the two previous schemes, if a vehicle is successfully
selected, there is no reason for a migration attempt to fail.
The various schemes proposed both in this chapter and the next, are intended for local
execution, on board of a vehicle intending to migrate its load. The schemes would necessitate
some minor message exchanges prior to starting the migration. Messages would include
information such as workload on-board, received signal strength or location information (to
calculate time left in the grid). For messages exchanged in between vehicles in the same street,
this is simple, but expanding to the grid could potentially involve some contribution from the
infrastructure. The specifics can be further explored in future research. Computationally, the
algorithms are not overly complex, mainly involving minor calculations and a simple sorting
algorithm to select the best candidate. Scalability of the complexity involved in the sorting
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algorithms could potentially be avoided by enforcing a maximum number of destinations to be
considered by a migrating vehicle.

3.5 Summary
This chapter introduced the first significant contributions of this thesis. Dynamic Clouds, in
specific Vehicular Clouds, were discussed from a unique perspective: mobile nodes acting as
Virtual Machine hosts. The case of a vehicular cloud is chosen as the main case study for this
thesis. One large obstacle of such cloud implementations is the lack of existence of a working
virtual machine management scheme for the vehicular cloud. That is an essential obstacle that
must be overcome, due to the dynamic nature of the vehicular cloud and computational capacity
constraints of the vehicular servers. Unlike the conventional cloud, where virtual machines are
hosted on servers located in data centers, the vehicular cloud involves virtual machines hosted on
moving vehicles. This means that there are frequent migrations needed to maintain levels of
service for the cloud users.
However, MATLAB was selected as the tool of choice due to its robustness. A grid-like
layout in an urban environment was selected as the environment to test the main contribution of
this section – a novel Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration (VVMM) scheme. Several variations
of the scheme were proposed. They will be modeled and evaluated based on several metrics in
the following chapter of the thesis. The proposed VVMM schemes will show a favorable
performance, and the mobility model will be shown to serve its function well, however, there are
several assumptions that should be and will be addressed in later chapters. For the Simplified
Mobility Model: the point of entry and point of exit must be different, transitions cannot be
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revisited, congestion levels are based on rate of entry of vehicles, and vehicles are constantly in
motion (unrealistic). As for the Initialization assumptions: vehicles can only host one type of VM
(at the initial stage), the grid is initially empty and will eventually empty again, VM sizes are
without units, and are arbitrarily selected. Finally, general assumptions: all migrations occur
seamlessly if a valid destination is found, taking arbitrarily 25 seconds, only Vehicle-to-Vehicle
migrations are considered, communication and networking constraints are neglected.
It is important to address all these assumptions and further strengthen the proposed
algorithms. The next section of the thesis will present a refined mobility and initialization model,
followed by a more advanced analysis of the migration schemes.
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Chapter 4

Preliminary Analysis, Refined Mobility
Model and Advanced Migration Schemes

4.1 Introduction
Dynamic clouds and specifically vehicular clouds, like conventional clouds, need to migrate
virtual machines from one physical resource to another. Migration occurs for various reasons in
the conventional cloud, but more unique to vehicular clouds, a migration is a much more critical
and frequent process. The mobility and dynamic nature of the physical resources means that there
is a consistently unpredictable availability of the resource, meaning an unpredictable level of
accessibility offered to the subscriber trying to access the resource.
The dynamic cloud and specifically the vehicular cloud, to truly be worth pursuing, must
emulate, even on some level, a traditional data center. If it is agreed that the RU (housing the main
focal point of the cloud) is a static node, it can be assumed that it has a physically bounded region
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of coverage. This is limited to the number of network-providing antennae that report to this RU.
This would be considered one cloudlet. Many cloudlets would exist over a large city. For now, it
is important to focus on one cloudlet.
A group of streets in the same region, falling under the coverage of multiple collaborating
network towers can be considered the boundaries of the data center. The physical machines within
the center, rather than static servers, are the vehicles currently within the boundaries of coverage.
As vehicles leave the grid and new vehicles enter the grid, the goal is to keep the VMs within the
boundaries. This would be the main trigger for migration. As vehicles leave the region, they must
successfully migrate their load to another vehicle that is still in the region, thereby keeping the
VMs in the same physical region. Should such a migration be unachievable, a vehicle can attempt
to migrate its load to the infrastructure, temporary storage elsewhere, be it in the RU or some
other location online (managed by the same cloud provider). Figure 4.1 shows a visual
representation of the revised VC approach.
In this chapter, the performance of the schemes proposed in the previous chapter will be
analyzed, based on several metrics. Consequently, the revised approach to the VC will be
explored and the migration schemes will be further refined. The next section presents the metrics
and simulation results used for analysis of the previously proposed schemes.
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Figure 4.1: Revised Architecture for a Vehicular Cloud.

4.2 Metrics and Simulation Results
A MATLAB program was developed, using the previously discussed initializations and the
three schemes to evaluate the performance of each scheme. Multiple runs were executed for each
scheme. Each run, involves its own initialization process that starts from scratch, so every run
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has 500 different cars, with different loads, speeds, start times, trajectories and migration points.
Each congestion level was tested, with 30 iterations of each scheme being tested, with the 300
second observation window. Two main metrics were used to compare and analyze the scheme
performance in the various scenarios.
𝐴𝑃𝐷 = Average Percentage of Dropped VMs is formulated in Equation (4.1) as follows:

𝐴𝑃𝐷 =

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐷𝑖
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐷𝑖 + ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖

(4.1)

where:
𝐴𝑃𝐷

total percentage dropped,

𝐷𝑖

𝑖 𝑡ℎ dropped migration value (VM units),

𝑆𝑖

𝑖 𝑡ℎ successful migration value (VM units),

𝑛

total number of instances of a dropped migration,

𝑚

total number of instances of a successful migration.
The value of 𝐴𝑃𝐷 is computed and presented in Figure 4.2 for each congestion level and

scheme. Also, the percentage improvement in 𝐴𝑃𝐷 , compared to VVMM-U, for VVMM-LW and
VVMM-MA is shown in Figure 4.3.
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The second metric used is 𝐴𝑈𝐹 = the Average Utilization Fairness (using Jain’s Fairness
Index) [JAI84]:
300

𝐴𝑈𝐹

(∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑊𝐿𝑡𝑖 )2
1
= ∑
𝑇
𝑛 ∙ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑊𝐿𝑡𝑖 2

(4.2)

𝑡=1

𝑈𝐹 is the average fairness of the capacity utilization of the vehicles, over the 300 second
observation window.
where:
𝑊𝐿𝑡𝑖 𝑖 𝑡ℎ car’s workload (VM units) at time 𝑡,
𝑛

total number of cars in the grid at time 𝑡,

𝑡

time instant (seconds),

𝑇

total simulation duration.
The results show a notable performance improvement for VVMM-LW and VVMM-MA

versus VVMM-U scheme. The greater improvement, logically, is found in VVMM-MA. There is
also a clear performance improvement when in a high congestion, due to the availability of
multiple migration destinations.
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Figure 4.3: Percentage Improvement vs. VVMM-U
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Using the second metric, fairness, it can also be seen in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5, that
VVMM-MA also achieves a fairness value near 1, a clear improvement over the previous
schemes. As shown in Figure 4.5, one iteration output, the fairness of the VVMM-MA scenario
also experiences less fluctuation over the observation window. This being only one iteration, it is
important to note that this is not accurately representative but more a sample of the fairness. It
would be difficult to graphically show a similar figure for multiple seeds, as such Figure 4.4 is
more representative figure.
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Figure 4.4: Average Utilization Fairness over 30 runs

In summary, the proposed migration schemes show a favorable performance based on
preliminary analysis. They show the greatest performance in VVMM-MA with favorable
conditions being high congestion. However, these preliminary results are neglecting many
factors and require further refinement and analysis to solidify the contributions of this thesis.
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Figure 4.5: Average Utilization Fairness for a single Iteration

The next section addresses the assumptions made in the previous chapter as well as presents
the refinements to the mobility model and the workload initialization.

4.3 Addressing Previous Assumptions
The previous chapter presented the preliminary mobility model, initialization process, and
migration schemes [REF14]. This chapter then presented the metrics and simulation results of the
schemes as proposed in the previous chapter [REF14].
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In this chapter of the thesis several points are presented [REF16]:
1. A more specific approach to the VC architecture is envisioned,
2. The mobility model is revised,
3. The initialization process is refined,
4. Communication constraints and network congestion are taken into consideration,
The revised mobility model will be introduced next.

4.3.1 Revised Grid Topology and Advanced Mobility Model
The grid size is slightly expanded to 750m per transition. This now means the size of the grid
is 1.5Km × 1.5Km. This is selected to represent a larger geographical area, covered by 3 wireless
base stations. These base stations will depend on the protocol studied and will be discussed in a
later section.
The mobility model is now more realistic, incorporating traffic lights at each of the 9
intersections. For each run, the grid is initialized for the duration of the simulated time with
respect to the traffic lights. Each intersection is assigned a random sequence of red and green
lights, of randomly selected durations of 𝑡 ∈ {30, 45, 60} seconds. This more accurately
represents a real urban setting, unlike previous assumptions where vehicles would immediately
leave an intersection after arrival.
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Figure 4.6: The layout of the revised grid

The mobility model is also redesigned to be more robust and random. Rather than utilizing the
path initialization process proposed in the previous chapter, a different algorithm is used.
Assumptions previously used are no longer applicable and the following limitations are
addressed:
1. Points of entry and exit are no longer restricted from being the same,
2. Vehicles can start at any intersection,
3. Transitions can now be revisited,
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4. Congestion levels are now more accurately modeled,
5. Vehicles can possibly park temporarily.
A vehicle enters the grid and begins to travel in a certain direction. As it moves along, its speed
varies smoothly (but randomly) between 10 km/h and 50 km/h. As it reaches an intersection, it
naturally decelerates, stops at a red light, and resumes its course once it turns green. If there are
two possible directions to take, it randomly selects one of the two paths. However, unlike in the
previous chapter, the vehicle is allowed to revisit a segment (between two intersections) up to 3
times. If a vehicle reaches a state when it has two options but both have been traversed 3 times, it
selects the segment that is the nearest to an exit route for the grid.
Along its path, a vehicle can park at most once, for a duration of 10 minutes, or 1 hour, with a
20% or 5% probability respectively. As it is an urban/downtown setting, naturally, parking would
more likely be a lower duration, hence the lower probability.
To model a realistic and dynamic flow of traffic, new vehicles are generated based on a
probabilistic process considering the number of vehicles in the grid at each point in time. The
number of vehicles in the grid is modeled so as to oscillate between two values (0.8𝑥 and 𝑥)
where 𝑥 ∈ {25, 50, 100} for 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∈ {𝑙𝑜𝑤, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚, ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ}, respectively. The maximum
speed is decreased as congestion increases, such that for 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = {𝑙𝑜𝑤, 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚, ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ},
max speed = {50, 40, 30}, respectively. Leaving time of a vehicle is not known in advance as it is
an output of the continuous trajectory generation. Thus, number of vehicles in the network varies
every second. As the number gets closer to the lower limit 0.8𝑥, the probability a new vehicle
arrival increases. On the other hand, as the number of vehicles gets closer to the upper limit 𝑥,
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vehicle arrival rate decreases. Employing this methodology stabilizes the number of vehicles in
the grid to reflect a certain congestion level.

4.3.2 Advanced Workload Initialization and Distribution
As in the previous chapter, the VMs are split into three sizes, light, medium and heavy, with
size 𝑦, 2𝑦 and 4𝑦, respectively. However, to properly evaluate the performance of the proposed
migration schemes, the VMs are not without units. The simulated test cases are 𝑦 ∈ {10, 25, 50}
MB. Also, unlike the previous chapter, there are no restrictions on the initial workload a vehicle
can host other than its maximum capacity. For the sake of simplicity, all vehicles are assumed to
have the same capacity (8𝑦). First the number of VM types hosted by the vehicle is randomly
selected (from 1 to 3). Then, based on the number of VM types, any of the possible combinations
is randomly selected. Finally, the exact number of each possible VM is randomly selected. These
selections also include possibly initializing a vehicle to an idle load.

4.4 Refined and Expanded Vehicular Virtual Machine
Migration Schemes
While previously, the communication protocols were unaddressed, this segment of the study
assumes LTE will be used and evaluated for the refined model [3GP12][BAY11]. It is important
to note that this is merely a current technology, and in the future, more advanced protocols would
need to be studied. However, as the protocols increase in speed and robustness, the performance
of the proposed algorithms will improve also.
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Based on the LTE bandwidth, the available upload bandwidth serving the grid is now 3 ×
50Mbps. The download bandwidth is higher than the upload and as such is not the main
constraint. The bandwidth is a main factor that affects the probability of a successful migration.
As more vehicles migrate concurrently, more bandwidth is used. The cumulative bandwidth
utilized by the VC must not exceed the maximum capacity of the network covering the region. It
is important to remember that as protocols advance, this capacity will increase and more vehicles
can migrate concurrently. For the sake of this case study however, LTE bandwidth is used
[3GP12].
Figure 4.7 shows Algorithm 2, the pseudocode that forms a basis for the proposed refined VM
migration algorithms for the vehicular cloud. The goal is to select a migration destination for an
exiting vehicle, in order to avoid any data loss. This refinement to the previous approach now
facilitates a Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) migration, in the event that no viable vehicular host is
found at migration time. While an unfavorable migration, it is more acceptable than a dropped
VM, and as such, a dropped/failed migration will only define a vehicle that exits the grid having
had no chance to unload its VM, be it to another vehicle or the infrastructure. Although the data
should be retained in the grid, should no potential destination vehicle for migration can be found,
the source vehicle will have to upload the VM to the infrastructure and this could entail storing
the VM at a local RU, or it could mean uploading the VM to the Internet cloud. While the process
outlined in Algorithm 2 is valid for all the algorithms proposed here, each has unique search
criteria to be discussed next.
There are 3 refined versions of the previously proposed algorithms, benchmarked by the
generic Algorithm – Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration with Uniform host selection (VVMM-
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U). Each is explained below. They are named as they originally were but throughout the
remainder of this section these abbreviated names refer to the revised algorithms.
VVMM-U: The benchmark algorithm used to gauge the performance of the proposed
algorithms is VVMM-U. This follows the process described in Algorithm 2. The search criteria
involve merely selecting a vehicle from the pool of candidates, initially searching at the street
level, and at the grid level if there are no vehicles sharing the street. This selection process does
not take into account any of the factors that could increase the chances of a successful migration.
The migrating vehicle treats all potential candidates equally. The possibility that the selected
migration destination may not have enough space, or enough time to receive the migration, is
unpredictable and totally randomized. In theory, should there be absolutely no other vehicles to
choose from, randomly, then the V2I migration would be resorted to, but this is only possible if
there is only one vehicle in the grid, and such a case is not considered.

1: {src : migration source} // exiting vehicle
2: {dst : migration destination} // result of algorithm
3: Begin
4: pool : pool of potential candidates
5: let pool = vehicles in same street as src
6: if (|pool| > 0) then
7:
8:

let pool = vehicles in pool satisfying search criteria;
if (|pool| > 0) then

9:
10:

let dst = V, vehicle in pool, nearest to src
else

11:

let dst = I // vehicle will attempt to migrate to
infrastructure

12:

end if

13: else
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14:

let pool = vehicles in the same grid

15:

Go to line-6

16: end if
17: // destination selected, attempt migration
18: if (dst = V ) then
19:

if (V will migrate before src completes) then

20:

return Unsuccessful migration

21:

else

22:

if (V does not have sufficient space) then

23:

return Unsuccessful migration

24:

else

25:

if (network has insufficient bandwidth) then

26:

return Unsuccessful migration

27:

else

28:

return Successful migration

29:

end if

30:

end if

31:

end if

32: else
33:

if (dst = I ) then

34:

if (network has insufficient bandwidth) then

35:

return Unsuccessful migration

36:

else

37:

return Successful migration (to infrastructure)

38:

end if

39:

else

40:

return Unsuccessful migration

41:

end if

42:

end if

43:

End
Figure 4.7: Algorithm 2 - General VM Migration Pseudocode
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4.5 Detailed Description of Revised Vehicular Virtual
Machine Migration Schemes
VVMM-LW: The first modification to Algorithm 2 is Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration
with Least Workload (VVMM-LW). Building upon the scheme described in the previous chapter
(using the same title) but now referring to the revised approach. The algorithm involves search
criteria that consider both the workload of the potential destinations and their distance from the
migrating vehicle, to make a more informed decision. The soon-exiting vehicle, needing to
migrate, will search for vehicles that have enough resource space to host its VM load. It will first
search for candidates within its street. If there are multiple viable candidates, the source selects
those with the least workload utilization. Should there be several potential candidates with equal
resource space, it will select the one nearest in terms of distance. If there are no vehicles in the
same street, it will search the overall cloudlet (grid). It will select the nearest among the viable
candidates to migrate to. Should no viable candidates exist anywhere in the cloudlet, it will
attempt to migrate to the infrastructure. This algorithm does not consider time needed for
migration, and is likely to suffer from an unsuccessful migration due to the selected destination
not having enough time remaining in the grid to receive the migration. However, VVMM-LW is
expected to outperform the VVMM-U algorithm in terms of VM drop rate as it uses a priori
knowledge on the workload profiles of potential destinations.
VVMM-MA: In order to avoid unsuccessful migrations that occur due to the destination not
having enough time remaining, Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration with Mobility-Awareness
(VVMM-MA) refines the search criteria further. The migrating vehicle takes the amount of time
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potential destinations have remaining in the grid into consideration. If a vehicle will not be in the
grid long enough to receive the workload migration, it will not be considered as a viable
candidate. Once a vehicle is forecasted to have enough time to receive the load, it is then checked
for VVMM-LW criteria (resource space followed by proximity to the source). It is worthwhile
noting that a viable candidate should have enough residual in-network time and memory/compute
capacity to receive the workload migration. However, there are some cases when the migration
will be marked as unsuccessful. Once again, same-street vehicles are considered first, then
vehicles at the grid-level, finally the infrastructure is targeted failing any of the former options.
In order to decide the time of migration (specifically the instant a vehicle should start
migrating), a vehicle considers its current resource workload and the expected total duration of
migration based on an expected upload speed. If a vehicle is selected as a destination for
migration, the destination workload will gradually increase as data is moved from source to
destination. As the onboard workload increases, the time needed to migrate will increase
accordingly. This will force the vehicle to set its expected migration time to an earlier point. A
situation may occur where the updated migration time needed is greater than the residual innetwork (or in-grid) time of the destination. In such a scenario, the destination vehicle will
recalculate, and in its own interest, need and begin to have its new load migrate prior to
completion of the ongoing migration. This will result in an unsuccessful migration for the source.
This can be described as a ‘first hop’ failure.
Another case could occur when the initial migration is successful and the destination now has
more workload but its remaining in-network time is not enough to have its new workload migrate.
This can be described as a ‘second hop’ failure.
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MDWLAM: To avoid the ‘first hop’ problem, the source vehicle must select a destination
with remaining time in the grid, greater than or equal to the summation of the time necessary for
the source to migrate its load, and for the destination to migrate its load. In order to avoid the
‘second hop’ problem, the migrating vehicle must further consider the time necessary for the
destination vehicle to migrate both its current load, and the migrated load. As such, Mobility and
Destination Workload Aware Migration (MDWLAM) utilizes Equation (4.3), to calculate the
cutoff time for the search criteria.
𝐶𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 2(𝑇𝑠 ) + 𝑇𝑑

(4.3)

where:
𝑇𝑠

time needed to migrate source workload (s),

𝑇𝑑

time needed to migrate destination workload (s).
Only vehicles remaining in the grid longer than 𝐶𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 are considered as viable candidates.

The source vehicle consequently selects the vehicle with the longest time remaining among the
viable candidates. The idea behind this selection is to maximize data retention in the grid. In case
there is a tie between multiple candidates for migration, the selection among them will involve the
remaining criteria proposed by the VVMM-LW, i.e., resource space followed by proximity to the
source. As all algorithms, same-street vehicles are considered first, then vehicles at the grid-level,
finally the infrastructure is targeted failing any of the former options.
This algorithm involves the most well-informed decision in selecting a migration destination,
and as such it is expected to outperform the previous algorithms.
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4.6 Conclusion
The previous chapter presented the preliminary mobility model and initialization setup for the
MATLAB environment. It also proposed the main migration schemes for the Virtual Machines
in a Vehicular Cloud. This chapter presented the metrics and analysis of those previously
proposed schemes in the described environment. The preliminary results showed a favorable
performance for VVMM-LW and VVMM-MA, based on several metrics, with VVMM-MA
proving to perform better than VVMM-LW.
However, the preliminary schemes involved several assumptions and simplifications. This
chapter addressed those assumptions and revisited the entire process to propose and develop
code for:
Advanced and more realistic mobility model:
The point of entry and point of exit are independent and can be the same. Intersections can be
starting points, transitions can be revisited (with a limit on the number of revisits imposed), and
congestion levels are based on a specific range. Flow of vehicles in and out is increased and
decreased to maintain a steady congestion level within that range, vehicles can park temporarily,
and intersections have red lights that can occur for various durations.
Advanced initialization and workload distribution:
Vehicles can host any number and type of VMs (at any stage) and the grid is more
representative of a true vehicular environment, with vehicles entering and leaving continuously,
while maintaining a specific level of congestion. VM sizes are now tangible values, where the
smallest unit can be 10MB, 25MB or 50MB.
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General refinements:
Bandwidth constraints are now taken into consideration, specifically using LTE speeds as an
example, bandwidth constraints now impact capacity, number of concurrent migrations, as well
as migration time, transmission delays based on workload size and data rate, but the impact of
such constraints will still be studied in the next chapter, not only Vehicle-to-Vehicle migrations
are considered, but now a last resort to avoid a dropped migration is possible, where a vehicle
can migrate to the infrastructure, a Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) migration. Revisions to
previously proposed migration schemes are made to incorporate the more advanced model,
especially the network and bandwidth constraints. A final and further advanced scheme is
proposed, MDWLAM, which will be analyzed in the next chapter, but should surpass the
performance of the previous algorithms.
The next chapter will present more specific metrics and simulation cases to analyze the
proposed advanced algorithms. More importantly it will also present a component that has been
neglected thus far in the thesis: Non-ideal communication cases. Potential channel imperfections,
due to communication congestion, and signal attenuation, due to source-destination distance, will
be considered to further analyze the performance of the proposed schemes.
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Chapter 5

Analysis of Advanced Schemes
Incorporating Non-Ideal Communication

5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter presented the revised and more advanced mobility model, initialization
setup and algorithms. It is important however, to analyze the performance of these revisions,
using a new set of metrics. Furthermore, it is very important to incorporate the effects of nonideal communication channels to avoid a simplified view of the algorithms proposed. The
algorithms will be simulated with the revised mobility model and while incorporating a non-ideal
setting, and will show a favorable performance.
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5.2 Detailed Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the feasibility and performance of each of the proposed algorithms, a set of
MATLAB simulations was conducted, with several metrics to be observed.
The previous chapter involved some preliminary simulations with several assumptions and
simplifications: A simplified mobility model was used, restricting vehicles to select between a set
of predetermined paths. VMs were of no tangible units and arbitrarily set to Light, Medium and
Heavy. Vehicles were initialized to host only one type of VM. The system was observed for only
a 5 minute window. Migration delays were all assumed to be fixed to 25 seconds, regardless of
the VM size. The system was assumed to have infinite bandwidth, disregarding network
congestion and capacity limitations of existing protocols. The MDWLAM algorithm was not
tested. In this chapter, these restrictions and simplifications are addressed and the simulation
settings have been revised as presented in the next subsections.

5.2.1 Simulation Settings and Metrics
The simulation model involves several main modules. First, the vehicle mobility model based
on a certain topology is set. The vehicles are then assigned VM workloads. Finally, the VVMM
algorithm is executed.
The mobility model, topology, VM initialization and subsequent application of the various
proposed algorithms have been simulated with MATLAB. The simulations are used to evaluate
the performance of each of the proposed algorithms, based on several metrics that are collected
and analyzed. Based on the performance of each algorithm, restrictions can be heuristically
proposed and tested, to further enhance system performance.
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5.2.1.1 Metrics
The various metrics used to measure system performance include:
The percentage of dropped migrations (𝑫) is calculated as shown in Equation (5.1).

𝐷=

∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑑𝑡
∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑑𝑡 + ∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑠𝑡

(5.1)

where:
𝑇

simulated time (s),

𝑑𝑡

total dropped VM workload, at time t in the grid (MB),

𝑠𝑡

total successfully migrated VM load, at time t, throughout the entire grid (MB).
The percentage of successful migrations that were in fact V2I migrations (𝑽) is calculated as

shown in Equation (5.2).

𝑉=

∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑣𝑡
∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑠𝑡

(5.2)

where:
𝑇

simulated time (s),

𝑣𝑡

total VM load, successfully migrated to the infrastructure, at time t, throughout the entire
grid (MB),

𝑠𝑡

total successfully migrated VM load, at time t, throughout the entire grid (MB).
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The average percentage utilization of the collective available resources (𝑹) is calculated as
shown in Equation (5.3).

𝑅=

∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑙𝑡
𝑇 ∙ 𝑙𝑚

(5.3)

where:
𝑇

simulated time (s),

𝑙𝑡

total VM load hosted on all the vehicles currently the grid, at time t (MB),

𝑙𝑚

maximum VM load capacity the grid can offer, based on the expected average number of
vehicles at the congestion level simulated (MB/s).
The average percentage utilization of the available upload bandwidth (𝑼𝑳) is calculated as

shown in Equation (5.4).
∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑢𝑙𝑡
𝑈𝐿 =
𝑇 ∙ 𝑢𝑙𝑚

(5.4)

where:
𝑇

simulated time (s)

𝑢𝑙𝑡

total upload bandwidth utilized, at time 𝑡, by all vehicles in the grid (MB/s)

𝑢𝑙𝑚

maximum upload bandwidth available in the grid (MB/s)
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The average percentage utilization of the available download bandwidth (𝑫𝑳) is calculated as
shown in Equation (5.5).

𝐷𝐿 =

∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑑𝑙𝑡
𝑇 ∙ 𝑑𝑙𝑚

(5.5)

where:
𝑇

simulated time (s)

𝑑𝑙𝑡

total download bandwidth utilized, at time 𝑡, by all vehicles in the grid (MB/s)

𝑑𝑙𝑚

maximum download bandwidth available in the grid (MB/s)

All simulations are run for a constant 𝑇 = 3000s. It is also assumed that the large area
simulated, is covered by 3 LTE base stations, offering an upload bandwidth of 6.25MB/s
(50Mb/s) and download bandwidth of 12.5MB/s (100Mb/s) each, resulting in a maximum
available upload bandwidth 𝑢𝑙𝑚 = 18.75MB/s and download bandwidth 𝑑𝑙𝑚 = 37.5MB/s. The
uplink being the higher constraint coupled with the guarantee that it will always be higher than
any downlink communication created by the cloud, the focus will be on the uplink. Finally, as the
number of vehicles is set to oscillate between two values, 0.8𝑥 and 𝑥 (as presented in Section
4.3.1), if the computing resources of each vehicle is fully utilized, it would carry a load of size 8𝑦
(as presented in Section 4.3.2), resulting in the maximum VM load capacity that the grid can offer
is bounded below by 𝑙𝑚 = (8𝑦)(0.8𝑥), and is bounded above by 𝑙𝑚 = (8𝑦)(𝑥) where 𝑥 depends
on the congestion level and 𝑦 depends on the selected VM size for simulation. 𝑹 is the calculated
to be the average of the case using the lower and the upper limit of 𝑙𝑚 . It is also assumed that a
typical upload (and consequently download) speed is 1MB/s, for an individual vehicle attempting
migration. These details are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 – Simulation Settings
Variable

Value

Grid Size

1.5Km × 1.5Km

# of LTE Base stations

3

𝑇

3000s

𝑢𝑙𝑚

18.75MB/s

𝑑𝑙𝑚

37.5MB/s

Avg UL/DL Speed

1MB/s

Low Congestion

20 ~ 25 vehicles

Medium Congestion

40 ~ 50 vehicles

High Congestion

80 ~ 100 vehicles

5.2.1.2 Simulation Stages
While measuring the above metrics, the model was simulated in several stages, for various
degrees of congestion as well as different VM sizes. Initially, the performance of the various
proposed algorithms is analyzed without any imposed restrictions on the available resources
allocated to VM loads. As calculated using Equation (5.3), the average percentage utilization of
the collective available resources (𝑹) can be regarded as an indicator of the point of saturation,
where the grid is unable to accommodate further loads. In a subsequent set of simulations, this
value is set as an imposed, administrative limit, to the maximum load that can be allotted to the
available resources in the grid. Such a restriction is analogous to a conventional cloud
administrator managing the utilization of the available resources. Naturally the administrator is
aware of the available resource ‘space’ and will only lease out a load that the resources can
handle, to maximize performance. In this case, it is projected that such an imposed restriction,
coupled with the utilization of one of the various proposed algorithms, should maximize
performance.
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5.3 Simulation Results
The various metrics and model settings introduced in the previous section, were used to
simulate several scenarios. The simulations involved:
1.

Vehicular Congestion: Low, Medium, High

2.

VM Size: 10MB, 25MB, 50MB

3.

Resource Restrictions: Unrestricted, Restricted

The breakdown of all the scenarios can be found in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 – Simulated Scenarios
Congestion (# vehicles)

VM Size
(MB)

Restriction
(%)

Low (20 ~ 25)

10

UR

Low (20 ~ 25)

10
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Low (20 ~ 25)

25

UR

Low (20 ~ 25)

25

50

Low (20 ~ 25)

50

UR

Low (20 ~ 25)

50

43

Medium (40 ~ 50)

10

UR

Medium (40 ~ 50)

10

66

Medium (40 ~ 50)

25

UR

Medium (40 ~ 50)

25

56

Medium (40 ~ 50)

50

UR

Medium (40 ~ 50)

50

46

High (80 ~ 100)

10

UR

High (80 ~ 100)

10

66

High (80 ~ 100)

25

UR

High (80 ~ 100)

25

56

High (80 ~ 100)

50

UR

High (80 ~ 100)

50

42

80

Each individual scenario was run for over 30 seeds and the metrics collected were averaged
over all the seeds. “UR” refers to unrestricted in Table 5.2. The following sections present each
metric to compare and analyze the performance of the proposed algorithms. For clarity in the
figures, MDWLAM is shortened to MDW. Also note that a 95% confidence analysis was
conducted and is shown in the figures (except if the value for ∆ was less than 1%).

5.3.1 Effect of Varying Congestion Levels and VM Size on the
Percentage of Dropped Migrations (𝑫)
A VVMM algorithm is desired to have a low percentage of Dropped Migrations (𝑫). Aside
from the other metrics, an algorithm should most importantly have a low 𝑫. While, for example, a
low 𝑼𝑳 is also preferred, this should not come at the expense of a higher 𝑫. This is due to 𝑫
directly implying a loss of cloud data, potentially violating the SLA, while unfavorable values of
the other metrics merely imply undesired grid conditions. In general, lower values of 𝑫, 𝑽 (to
minimize RU involvement), 𝑼𝑳, 𝑫𝑳, are preferred whereas higher values for 𝑹 are preferred.
There is a general trend of a decrease in unsuccessful migrations, as the algorithms become
more advanced. This can be observed in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, logically, showing that as the
algorithm complexity increases, the 𝑫 decreases. There is also a clear reduction as the restrictions
to maximum data allowed are imposed. Figure 5.1 shows the 𝑫 for 4 algorithms, for 3
congestions, both Unrestricted (labeled ‘UR’ in the figures) and Restricted (labeled ‘R’ in the
figures), at a VM Size of 10MB. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the same, for 25MB and 50MB
respectively.
It is important to elaborate what would appear to be an anomaly with VVMM-LW, performing
‘better’ in the unrestricted scenarios. However, this is valid behavior due to the following reason.
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In the restricted case, there are more empty cars available. This means that the likelihood of
finding a vehicle satisfying the workload requirements of the VVMM-LW scheme, are very high.
This is reflected in lower V2I migrations in the restricted case, observable in the next subsection.
This contributes to an overall higher percentage of drops, as V2I migrations in the VVMM-LW
scheme are guaranteed success. Furthermore, in some aspects, an empty car may not necessarily
be as appealing as one that is not empty, but has enough space to host the migration, in the
VVMM-LW scheme. This is unique to the VVMM-LW scheme, as migrating vehicles only
consider the workload of potential destinations, and not their time remaining in the grid. A vehicle
that has a workload, and is not currently migrating, is more likely to have more time remaining in
the grid than an empty vehicle. However, the difference in performance is quite minor, and the
more advanced techniques rectify this anomalous behavior.

Figure 5.1: Percentage of dropped migrations vs. Congestion – 10MB VM Size
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Figure 5.2: Percentage of dropped migrations vs. Congestion – 25MB VM Size

Figure 5.3: Percentage of dropped migrations vs. Congestion – 50MB VM Size
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5.3.2 Effect of Varying Congestion Levels and VM Size on the
Percentage of V2I migrations (𝑽)
As shown in Figures 5.4 to 5.6, the V2I migrations increase (for the unrestricted scenarios), as
the algorithm becomes more advanced. This is because the source vehicles make a more informed
decision, now realizing that rather than migrate to a vehicle that will not meet the search criteria,
it will instead migrate to the infrastructure. The restrictions imposed drastically decrease the V2I
migrations, also giving a more favorable performance, as the algorithm becomes more advanced.
Figure 5.4 shows the 𝑽 for 4 algorithms, for 3 congestions, both Unrestricted (UR) and Restricted
(R), at a VM Size of 10MB. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the same, for 25MB and 50MB
respectively.

Figure 5.4: Percentage of V2I migrations vs. Congestion – 10MB VM Size
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Figure 5.5: Percentage of V2I migrations vs. Congestion – 25MB VM Size

Figure 5.6: Percentage of V2I migrations vs. Congestion – 50MB VM Size
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5.3.3 Effect of Varying Congestion Levels and VM Size on the
Average Percentage Utilization of Collective Available
Resources (𝑹)
The resource utilization 𝑹 follows a different trend as opposed to the other metrics; it increases
as the algorithm becomes more advanced. However, and yet as expected, the imposed restrictions
cause the utilization to decrease. This is a tradeoff that is acceptable in order to minimize the two
previous metrics, drop percentage and V2I percentage. Figure 5.7 shows the 𝑹 for 4 algorithms,
for 3 congestions, both Unrestricted (UR) and Restricted (R), at a VM Size of 10MB. Figures 5.8
and 5.9 show the same, for 25MB and 50MB respectively.

Figure 5.7: Average percentage resource utilization vs. Congestion – 10MB VM Size
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Figure 5.8: Average percentage resource utilization vs. Congestion – 25MB VM Size

Figure 5.9: Average percentage resource utilization vs. Congestion – 50MB VM Size
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5.3.4 Effect of Varying Congestion Levels and VM Size on the
Average Percentage Utilization of Available Bandwidth
Figure 5.10 shows the 𝑼𝑳 for 4 algorithms, for 3 congestions, both Unrestricted (UR) and
Restricted (R), at a VM Size of 10MB. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the same, for 25MB and
50MB respectively, and Figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 show the same, but for 𝑫𝑳, for 10MB, 25MB
and 50MB respectively. The results show very favorable performance with regards to bandwidth
utilization (both uplink and downlink). Typical usage of the LTE network (by normal, nonvehicle subscribers) involves mostly downlink communication.

Figure 5.10: Average percentage utilization upload bandwidth vs. Congestion – 10MB VM Size
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Figure 5.11: Average percentage utilization upload bandwidth vs. Congestion – 25MB VM Size

Figure 5.12: Average percentage upload bandwidth vs. Congestion – 50MB VM Size
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Figure 5.13: Average percentage utilization download bandwidth vs. Congestion – 10MB VM Size

Figure 5.14: Average percentage utilization download bandwidth vs. Congestion – 25MB VM Size
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Figure 5.15: Average percentage utilization download bandwidth vs. Congestion – 50MB VM Size

As can be observed from Figure 5.15, the downlink utilization by the vehicular cloud, peaks at
31%. The uplink utilization peaks at around 65%, as shown in Figure 5.12. This has a direct
impact on the Quality of Service (QoS) that the LTE network offers. The higher the utilization by
the VC, the less bandwidth available for the LTE users. This is both difficult to quantify and
highly dependent on the excess bandwidth the network provider allocates to the grid.
In summary, overall, there are several aspects to consider. Generally, a higher congestion is
more favorable. The more vehicles available in the grid, the more VMs can be hosted, the more
potential candidates for migration are available, with the lowest drop and V2I percentages. It is
also notable that lower VM sizes are preferable. While a higher VM size may offer a lower
overall resource utilization percentage, this is translated to a greater amount of physical resources
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available to the cloud. Selecting the VM size is important to consider as it will most affect the
network/bandwidth congestion.

5.4 Non-ideal Communication and Time Safety Factors
While the simulations presented earlier assume ideal conditions, it is important to consider the
impact interference and connection instabilities may have on the performance of the VVMM
algorithms. A simplified method of incorporating interference and connection imperfections is
presented in what follows. This can further be revised to more accurately model the effects of
medium congestion and path loss/fading, depending on both the network protocol and the channel
quality respectively. However, to observe the performance of the proposed algorithms in nonideal conditions, the simplified method presented next should suffice.
The probability of unsuccessful packet transmission at time 𝑡 (𝑷𝒕 ) is calculated as shown in
Equation (5.6). It is important to note that this equation arbitrarily gives equal weighting to both
components, and this can be further revised in future research.

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑡 + 𝐶𝑄𝑡
2

(5.6)

where the interference due to concurrent migrations at time 𝑡 ( 𝑰𝒏𝒕𝒕 ) is calculated (and
normalized) as shown in Equation (5.7).

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑡 =

𝑢𝑙𝑡
𝑢𝑙𝑚
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(5.7)

The connection quality between source and destination, based on the distance between them, at
time 𝑡 (𝑪𝑸𝒕 ) is calculated (and normalized) as shown in Equation (5.8).

𝐶𝑄𝑡 =

𝑆𝐷𝑡
𝑆𝐷𝑚

(5.8)

A single scenario, for both unrestricted (UR) and restricted was selected to test the effect of
non-ideal conditions: Light congestion and a VM Size of 25MB. When the resource restriction is
imposed, 50% is used, just as shown earlier in Table 5.2 for the corresponding scenario.

5.4.1 Simulation Results and Analysis
As can be deduced from Table 5.3, all algorithms are expected to experience increased drop
rates, once non-ideal conditions are considered. While this may be disconcerting, it is quite logical
and easily rectified. The algorithms were all designed to consider ideal conditions, and as such,
the time needed for a vehicle to migrate its load, has no room for packet loss. If even one packet is
lost, it guarantees failure of the migration. Note that the developed MATLAB engine models a
simplified Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) because the communication
allows packet retransmissions if a packet is lost. However, migrations start at the absolute latest
point in time possible, assuming non-ideal conditions. This means that a packet being lost means
all other packets will be delayed, even by a very minor time, and the vehicle will have left the grid
before transmitting its last packet. To avoid this, vehicles must utilize a time safety factor. The
simulations were repeated to prove the validity of this solution, and the results are shown in Table
5.3. The results exhibit similar performance trends as previously shown in the ideal conditions.
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Future work will study the effect of varying the safety factor in an adaptive manner, as well as
refining the modeling of the non-ideal conditions.
Table 5.3 – Simulation Results for Non-Ideal Conditions with Safety Factor
– Light Congestion, 25MB VM Size
Safety Factor

𝑫 (%)

𝑽 (%)

𝑼𝑳 (%)

𝑫𝑳 (%)

𝑹 (%)

100

80.56

0.00

7.90

2.05

27.22

UR

100

60.21

0.00

18.96

5.29

35.70

VVMM – MA

UR

100

44.35

0.04

18.48

7.08

43.61

VVMM – MDWLAM

UR

100

36.69

0.08

16.97

7.15

45.44

VVMM – U

50%

100

73.11

0.00

5.16

1.43

15.23

VVMM – LW

50%

100

55.75

0.00

11.94

3.00

20.02

VVMM – MA

50%

100

28.99

0.00

10.76

4.49

30.09

VVMM – MDWLAM

50%

100

16.85

0.00

11.24

5.30

34.51

Algorithm

Restriction

VVMM – U

UR

VVMM – LW

(seconds)

5.5 Conclusion
The vehicular cloud has many potential applications as well as different approaches with
regards to implementation. One such paradigm utilizes the vehicles as hosts for Virtual Machines
(VM), effectively constructing a data center, where the resources are mobile. While the
conventional cloud problems, such as hotspots or load balancing, are the main triggers for VM
migration, vehicular clouds have different triggers for VM migration. Due to the inherent
dynamicity of the vehicular environment, vehicles hosting VM loads, may exit the coverage of a
cloud area, and as such must migrate their workload to another vehicle that is still accessible to
the cloud. We have proposed several migration algorithms for such scenarios, and evaluated their
performance via simulations. Simulations show that an unrestricted allotment of VM loads can
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result in a significant percentage of unsuccessful migrations, regardless of the performance
improvement offered by the various algorithms proposed.
To counteract the issue of unsuccessful migrations, based on the performance of the
unrestricted system, certain metrics are used to empirically predict a restriction to be imposed on
the system to improve performance. These restrictions are simulated and shown to drastically
decrease the percentage of unsuccessful migrations.
The next chapter presents a theoretical approach to addressing the same VVMM problem,
using ILP formulations based on the Single Source Shortest Path Problem.
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Chapter 6

Multiple-Instance Single Source Shortest
Path Formulation

6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter presented an advanced analysis for the heuristics proposed in this thesis,
as well as incorporating non-ideal communication in the simulations. However, until this point,
the study has been mostly experimental, utilizing simulations. This chapter addresses the
problem from a more theoretical perspective. Specifically, this chapter aims to arrive at an
Integer Linear Program (ILP) formulation for the problem, to obtain a benchmark for comparison
with the heuristics.
The chapter will first discuss potential linear programming models that were considered for
the VC problem being addressed. The specific problem selected is then presented and described
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in the specific context for the VC. Finally, the detailed ILP formulation is described and
solutions are presented in comparison with the heuristics.

6.2 Potential Optimization Problems
Three commonly studied optimization problem forms that can be used in the VC are: the
bipartite graph matching problem [LU15][WAN15], the bin packing problem [RAM15][SIN11],
and the network flow problem [FEN16][GOL15].
The bipartite graph matching problem involves matching a set/subset of vertices with another
set/subset of vertices, where no edges share a vertex. This problem can be applied to the VC in
that one set of vertices are VMs (or their hosts) at time t should be matched to a set of vertices
(future destinations). However, the lack of sharing vertices potentially introduces the problem of
not allowing co-located VMs. The authors of [LU15] utilize the matching problem regarding
resource allocation for mobile clouds, and propose an algorithm rather than attempting to solve an
NP-Hard problem. The authors of [WAN15] address a more complex multi-objective example of
the problem.
It is important to note that this issue is a specific case that falls under the problem of Network
Flows. The goal of the network flow problem is maximizing the flow from a source to a
destination. This can be a useful model for many engineering problems but there is still a more
appropriate model for the VC.
The main target at first was the bin packing problem. Given a set of bins and possible elements
to fill the bins, the selection to be made is how to pack, while aiming to minimize the number of
bins used to fit the elements. The elements in this case would be the VMs and the bins would be
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the vehicles at various instances. A special case that has already been studied for VMs in the
cloud computing context has been presented in [SIN11]. The main unique aspect in the VM
packing model, is that VMs sharing a physical resource can take up less space than the sum of
their individual sizes, due to potential shared pages within the VMs. The authors of [RAM15] also
propose a ‘sharing-aware’ algorithm for VM packing.
In this thesis however, a different optimization problem is selected as the basis for the ILP
formulation to be studied. This is presented in the next section.

6.3 Shortest Path Problem
The Shortest Path problem is a common problem involving a directed graph. The most simple
form is the Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) problem. The problem aims at finding the shortest
(or minimum weight/cost) path from the source to a specific destination. Studies addressing
various ways to tackle the problem are abundant, examples include [DIN15] and [OTT15]. These
specific studies investigate slightly modified versions of the problem, such as Dynamic SSSP
[DIN15], where edges may dynamically change, as opposed to a static graph. Or, as in [OTT15]
the authors evaluate Dijkstra’s algorithm in solving many instances of SSSP. This is a very
similar issue as will be addressed in this chapter, but slightly simpler.
There are several other forms of the shortest path problem, include Multi-Source Shortest Path
(MSSP) [KOU16] and All Pair Shortest Path (APSP) [SUS15].
The MSSP involves a network that has multiple sources that are considered together, targeting
various destinations. The APSP is more comprehensive, in that it finds the shortest path between
every pair.
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6.4 Multiple-Instance Single Source Shortest Path
Problem Formulation
As the previous subsections introduced, the SSSP problem is a very common problem that can
be solved in polynomial time, (provided there are no negative cycles). In this section, the SSSP is
used as the basis for a novel ILP formulation, specific to the problem studied in this thesis:
Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration. The goal of the ILP formulation is to provide a theoretical
benchmark for the proposed heuristic algorithms (presented in the previous chapters). In order to
present a fair comparison, the ILP must accurately represent the simulated system, and if there are
any simplifications or assumptions, they must be incorporated into the heuristic model for a fair
comparison. This will be discussed in a later section, in more detail. The previous section
described the SSSP in general. The reuse of the problem description for VVMM is described in
what follows.
In order to simplify the model for ILP, several key points must be mentioned: a) any VM
instance is now fixed to a single 50MB VM, b) VMs can be collocated within vehicles but they
will be dealt with individually, as opposed to previously, when a car’s load was dealt with as a
grouped unit, c) The resolution for the observation will no longer be set to a second-by-second
basis, but will be split into snapshots of 50 second intervals (the time needed for a VM to be
migrated at 1MB/s), d) Migrations cannot occur except discretely at the 50 second intervals, and
not continuously in between. The reasons for these simplifications will be explained within the
problem definition.
The mobility model presented in the previous chapter, is reused with minor modifications to
address the simplifications mentioned. The MATLAB generated mobility model is used as the
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input to create the ILP formulation. As such, for a fixed observation window, the set of vehicles
that will exist at any point within the grid is known before ILP formulation. These vehicles will
not necessarily be in the grid at all points in time, but any vehicle will be in the grid at some point
during the window. Each vehicle/car 𝑐𝑖 will then be split into multiple instances of itself such that
𝑐𝑖𝑗 represents vehicle 𝑖 at time 𝑗. Doing so for each vehicle, will create a set 𝐶 which is set to be
the vertices/nodes in a graph 𝐺 . Visually, the graph can be drawn in 2D, with the rows
corresponding to the vehicle index and the columns corresponding to the time index 𝑡, as shown
in Figure 6.1. To the set 𝐶, two more rows will be added, 𝐼 representing the infrastructure and 𝐷
representing the ‘drop’ state. A ‘unifying destination’ 𝑈𝐷 is added at the end of the graph and a
‘source’ vehicle 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 is added to the start of the graph. The intervals (or transition from column 𝑡
to column 𝑡 + 1), for simplicity will be referred to as hops from this point onward.
Edges/arcs are added based on a set of criteria. All edges are directed and transition from one
column to the next. As each vehicle’s status is known at any point in time, whether it is in the grid
or not, edges only exist entering or leaving that vehicle’s state at any time 𝑡, provided it is in the
grid at that time. Furthermore, for any of the infrastructure states or the drop states, edges can
only leave that state to transition into a state in the same row (meaning from infrastructure to
infrastructure, or drop to drop). The 𝑈𝐷 is exempt from all these criteria, at the penultimate
interval, each state will have an edge leading to the 𝑈𝐷 , thereby terminating the graph at 𝑈𝐷 . This
can all be observed in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Example of Single Source Shortest Path Graph Formulation

The grid as described, with a single source 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 is the basis for the SSSP problem, for a single
VM, which would be hosted initially at 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 . However, the number of VMs to be modeled is not
one. While the MSSP concept can be considered, the problem can more easily be described as a
Multiple-Instance SSSP (MISSSP) problem. If each VM is considered to be oblivious to all other
VMs (including co-located VMs), then the problem can be envisioned as a ‘set’ of SSSP
problems, hence: Multiple-Instance SSSP. However, the key factor here is that the multiple
instances, while oblivious to each other, occur in the same grid. This is a main consideration when
indexing states and edges. The ‘inner grid’ (excluding 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 and 𝑈𝐷 ) can be considered identical
for each instance, except it is indexed by a further index corresponding to the VM being targeted.
This can be seen in the following figure, Figure 6.2, showing a small example of 3 VMs in a 2101

vehicle grid. While 𝑣1 and 𝑣3 are co-located (initially both hosted) at 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 = 𝑐1 , they are dealt
with as 2 separate instances of SSSP nonetheless. In the figure, a single edge in each instance is
labeled just as an example.
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Figure 6.2: Example of Multiple Instance Single Source Shortest Path Graph Formulation

Each edge is then assigned 3 values: edge cost 𝑒, bandwidth 𝐵𝑊, load 𝐿 . These are critical in
formulating the ILP correctly. The edge cost is a value that will be used in formulating the
objective function, while the bandwidth and the load values are used in defining constraints. Edge
cost is assigned based on the source vertex and the destination vertex. Edge cost is assigned based
on Equation (6.1).

𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡

0,
𝑀𝑐 ,
=
𝐼𝑐 ,
{ 𝐷𝑐 ,

(𝑖 = 𝑗 ⋀ 𝑖 ≠ {𝐼, 𝐷} ⋀ 𝑗 ≠ {𝐼, 𝐷}) ⋁ (𝑗 = 𝑈𝐷 ⋀ 𝑖 ≠ 𝑈𝐷 )
𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ⋀ 𝑖 ≠ {𝐼, 𝐷, 𝑈𝐷 } ⋀ 𝑗 ≠ {𝐼, 𝐷, 𝑈𝐷 }
𝑗 = 𝐼 ⋀ 𝑖 ≠ {𝐷, 𝑈𝐷 }
𝑗 = 𝐷 ⋀ 𝑖 ≠ {𝐼, 𝑈𝐷 }

(6.1)

where:
𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡

cost of transitioning from vertex 𝑐𝑖𝑡 , vehicle 𝑖 at time 𝑡, to 𝑐𝑗(𝑡+1) , vehicle 𝑗 at time 𝑡 + 1
(the next column in the graph), for VM 𝑣

𝑀𝑐

cost of migration from a vehicle to another vehicle

𝐼𝑐

cost of migrating to the infrastructure, row 𝐼 at time 𝑡 + 1

𝐷𝑐

cost of a drop (transitioning to the drop row 𝐷 at time 𝑡 + 1)
Assigning values for 𝑀𝑐 , 𝐼𝑐 and 𝐷𝑐 cannot be arbitrary, but must follow specific criteria to be

described later. Using Equation (6.1), edge costs will be zero for any ‘flat’ edges as well as all
edges to the 𝑈𝐷 . Any transition from vehicle to vehicle will be 𝑀𝑐 . Any transition from a vehicle
to the infrastructure will cost 𝐼𝑐 and will cost 𝐷𝑐 for transitioning from a vehicle to the drop row.
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Edge bandwidth is assigned based on Equation (6.2).
0,
𝐵𝑊𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 = {
𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔 ,

𝑗 = 𝐷 ⋁ 𝑖 = 𝑗 ⋁ (𝑗 = 𝑈𝐷 ⋀ 𝑖 ≠ 𝑈𝐷 )
𝑗 = 𝐼 ⋁ (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 ⋀ 𝑖 ≠ {𝐼, 𝐷, 𝑈𝐷 } ⋀ 𝑗 ≠ {𝐼, 𝐷, 𝑈𝐷 })

(6.2)

where:
𝐵𝑊𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡

bandwidth value for the transition from vertex 𝑐𝑖𝑡 , vehicle 𝑖 at time 𝑡, to 𝑐𝑗(𝑡+1) ,
vehicle 𝑗 at time 𝑡 + 1 (the next column in the graph), for VM 𝑣

𝐵𝑎𝑣𝑔

average bandwidth available for an individual VM (1MB/s)

Using Equation (6.2), the bandwidth will be 0 for all edges other than edges going from a
vehicle to a different vehicle or going from a vehicle to the infrastructure.
All edge loads 𝐿𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 are assigned values 𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 , 50MB. This value corresponds to the flow
through that edge (should it be selected).
The decision variables for the ILP are 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∈ {0, 1}, the value selected as 1 if the
corresponding edge is selected to be part of the path for 𝑣 and 0 if it is not a part of the path. Next,
the objective function and constraints are introduced.

6.4.1 Objective Function and Constraints
The ILP formulation necessitates an objective function and a set of constraints. Based on the
previous description, if edge costs are assigned correctly, the objective of each instance of the
SSSP can simply be combined into one objective.
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A single objective for VM 𝑣 can be formulated as shown in Equation (6.3).
|𝑇| 𝑐(|𝐶|+2)𝑡 𝑐(|𝐶|+2)(𝑡+1)

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒: 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑣 = ∑ ∑
𝑡=1 𝑖= 𝑐1𝑡

∑

𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∙ 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡

(6.3)

𝑗=𝑐1(𝑡+1)

where:
|𝑇|

total number of hops

|𝐶|

number of vehicles (adding 2 to include 𝐼 and 𝐷)

Note that while this objective exhaustively lists all possible links for the single instance for
VM 𝑣, edges that do not exist will not be included (such as edges leading into/out of a vertex
corresponding to a vehicle that is not in the grid at that time). This will be handled in the
implementation of the ILP.
Since the objective function for one instance contains only values and edges exclusive to the
instance, and is completely independent of any other instance, the hybrid/combined objective as
shown in Equation (6.4), can be used for the MISSSP.
|𝑉|

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒: 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 = ∑ 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑖

(6.4)

𝑖=1

This objective will present the combined shortest path (or minimum cost path) for each
instance. If 𝑀𝑐 , 𝐼𝑐 and 𝐷𝑐 are selected adequately, this minimum path can be claimed as the
optimal solution, providing the best path each VM should take, from its corresponding 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 to the
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𝑈𝐷 . The final hop can be discarded (as it is only a way to ensure that the objective has the
freedom to select the penultimate vertex (which is the real final destination), while forcing the
VM to move from the start to the end of the graph (thereby modeling all stages of time in the
observation window). The selection of 𝑀𝑐 , 𝐼𝑐 and 𝐷𝑐 is based on the following set of inequalities,
which can be deduced as shown in Figure 6.3. The figure exhaustively gives the various bounds
depending on the possible path types (in descending order as shown in the figure):
No migrations < One V2V migration < Continuous V2V migrations < One V2I migration <
V2I migration from the outset < Delayed Drop < Drop from the outset.
0 < 𝑀𝑐

(6.5)

|𝑇| ∙ 𝑀𝑐 < 𝐼𝑐

(6.6)

|𝑇| ∙ 𝐼𝑐 < 𝐷𝑐

(6.7)

This set of inequalities forces the path selected to prefer no migrations, failing that, minimal
migrations, failing that, as delayed a migration to the infrastructure as possible, failing that as
delayed a drop as possible. This is in keeping with the goal of maximal data retention within the
grid. However, this is all true provided the constraints, presented next, are not violated, otherwise
the solution is infeasible.
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Figure 6.3: Visual Representation of Reasoning behind Selecting Edge Cost Values
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There are 4 main sets of constraints: flow, bandwidth, workload and pingpong constraints. For
simplicity in the 4 constraint equations, summations over 𝑖 or 𝑗 span all rows, and summations
over 𝑣 span all virtual machine instances.
The flow constraints pertain to the flow of edges into and out of each vertex. They can be
expressed as shown in Equation (6.8).
0,
∑ 𝑥𝑣𝑐𝑖(𝑡+1) − ∑ 𝑥𝑣𝑗𝑐𝑡 = { 1,
−1,
𝑖
𝑗

𝑐 ≠ {𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 , 𝑈𝐷 }
𝑐 = 𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐
},
𝑐 = 𝑈𝐷

∀ 𝑐, ∀ 𝑡, ∀ 𝑣

(6.8)

The flow constraints ensure: a) any edges entering a vertex will leave it, b) the number of
edges leaving the source will be one, and c) the number of edges entering the unifying destination
will be one.
The bandwidth constraints can be expressed as shown in Equation (6.9).

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐵𝑊𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∙ 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 ≤ 𝐵𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
𝑣

𝑖

∀𝑡

(6.9)

𝑗

The bandwidth constraints ensure that at any hop, the bandwidth consumed by migrating VMs
does not exceed the maximum capacity of the grid 𝐵𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 . The maximum capacity is dependent
on both the specific network protocol and the number of base-stations utilized. In this case, using
3 LTE base stations, as mentioned in Section 4.4, the upload limit of 3 × 50Mbps. Should the
protocol or the coverage area (hence the number of base stations) vary, this must be reflected in
the maximum capacity. This is a constraint that encompasses all the instances of the SSSP
simultaneously. It is very important to consider that this constraint addresses the medium from the
perspective of the overall bandwidth offered by the base-stations. Device-to-device
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communication (without infrastructure involvement) or the utilization of frequency reuse will
require refinement of the constraint to more accurately represent the capacity of the grid,
however, this is a stricter constraint and hence will serve as a most strict optimal solution.
The workload constraints can be expressed as shown in Equation (6.10).

∑ ∑ 𝐿𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑡 ∙ 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑡 ≤ 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
𝑣

∀ 𝑐, ∀ 𝑡

(6.10)

𝑖

The load constraints ensure that at any vertex, the combined load of all VMs in/migrated newly
into a vertex does not exceed the maximum capacity of the vehicle 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 . This is also a constraint
that encompasses all the instances of the SSSP simultaneously.
The pingpong constraints are unique to this specific formulation. A feasible solution cannot
allow a VM to be migrated out of a vehicle and then back into the same vehicle at a later time.
This constraint spans a row and the goal of the constraint is to prevent more than one entrance
into the same row throughout the entire graph. As such the constraint must count all edges
entering a row. The ‘inner grid’ (excluding the source) must discard flat edges in the row, because
they represent a vehicle remaining in the same vehicle over time. For the first hop, all edges must
be counted, then starting from the next hop, only diagonal edges (or all edges then subtracting all
the flat edges). This can be expressed as shown in Equation (6.11).

𝑥𝑣𝐶𝑠𝑟𝑐 𝑐1 + ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑡 − ∑ 𝑥𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑡 ≤ 1,
𝑡=2 𝑖=1

𝑡=2
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∀ 𝑐, ∀ 𝑣

(6.11)

With these constraints and the objective function as described, it is necessary to run some
preliminary tests using the solver (CPLEX) [CPL16], prior to comparing the performance to the
heuristics. This will be shown in the next subsection.

6.4.2 ILP Metrics
A C++ driver function was developed to generate the ILP formulation, based on an input
generated from the MATLAB mobility model. The driver function takes into account the in/out of
grid status of each vehicle at each interval, as well as the host of each VM at the start of the
model. It then proceeds to write the objective function, the various constraints and the list of
decision variables.
The resulting output of the driver function is then fed into the ILP solver, to obtain the
solution. A C++ function was also developed to analyze the solution to obtain the various metrics
necessary to compare with the heuristics.
The total number of migrations 𝑇𝑚 can be calculated as shown in Equation (6.12).

𝑇𝑚 = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 − ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑣𝑘𝑘𝑡
𝑣

𝑡

𝑖

𝑗

𝑣

𝑡

(6.12)

𝑘

The drop percentage is calculated as shown in Equation (6.13).

𝐷𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑠 =

∑𝑣 ∑𝑡 ∑𝑖 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝐷𝑡 − ∑𝑣 ∑𝑡 𝑥𝑣𝐷𝐷𝑡
𝑇𝑚

(6.13)

The percentage of infrastructure migrations is calculated as shown in Equation (6.14).
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𝑉2𝐼 =

∑𝑣 ∑𝑡 ∑𝑖 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝐼𝑡 − ∑𝑣 ∑𝑡 𝑥𝑣𝐼𝐼𝑡
𝑇𝑚

(6.14)

The percentage of Uplink Bandwidth utilization is calculated as shown in Equation (6.15).

𝑈𝐿𝐵𝑊 =

∑𝑡 ∑𝑣 ∑𝑖 ∑𝑗(𝐵𝑊𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∙ 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 )
|𝑇| ∙ 𝐵𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥

(6.15)

The percentage of Downlink Bandwidth utilization is calculated as shown in Equation (6.16).

𝐷𝐿𝐵𝑊 =

∑𝑡 ∑𝑣 ∑𝑖 ∑𝑗(𝐵𝑊𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∙ 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝑗𝑡 ) − ∑𝑣 ∑𝑡 ∑𝑖(𝐵𝑊𝑣𝑖𝐼𝑡 ∙ 𝑥𝑣𝑖𝐼𝑡 )
|𝑇| ∙ 𝐵𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥

(6.16)

Some preliminary runs are presented in the next subsection.

6.4.3 ILP Preliminary Runs
To test the ILP, 2 tests are run. The first test is set up to result in an optimal solution involving
no V2I migrations or drops. The second test is set up to result in an optimal solution that should
force V2I migrations. The set up involves 2 VMs to be distributed over a grid of 3 vehicles. In the
first test, for the duration of the time analyzed, there will always be enough space/vehicles in the
grid to host all the VMs. The second test is set up to have all vehicles leave the grid prior to the
end of the analyzed time, forcing the only optimal solution to mandate V2I migrations. Table 6.1
and Table 6.2 show the status of each vehicle (1 = in grid, 0 = outside grid) at each time interval
for the 1st and 2nd test respectively, while Table 6.3 shows the initial host (vehicle number) for
each VM.
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Table 6.1 – Vehicle Status at each Time for the 1st Test
Vehicle No.

Status at t = 1

Status at t = 2

Status at t = 3

Status at t = 4

1

1

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

3

0

0

1

1

Table 6.2 – Vehicle Status at each Time for the 2nd Test
Vehicle No.

Status at t = 1

Status at t = 2

Status at t = 3

Status at t = 4

1

1

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

3

0

0

1

0

Table 6.3 – VM host at Time = 0
VM No.

Host at t = 0

Status at t = 2

Status at t = 3

1

1

To be determined

To be determined

2

2

To be determined

To be determined

The output of the solver can be seen in Table 6.4, and can be visualized in Figure 6.4 for the 1st
Test and Figure 6.5 for the 2nd.
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Table 6.4 – ILP Solutions for the 1st and 2nd Test

𝒆𝒗𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒋(𝒕+𝟏) 𝒕
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
5
5
2
2

1
2
4
5
1
2
4
5
2
4
5
2
4
5
2
4
5
2
4
5
4
4
5
5
3
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3

𝒙𝒗𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒄𝒋(𝒕+𝟏)𝒕
1st 2nd
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
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1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5
3
3
4
4
5
5

5
3
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
4
5
5
3
4
5
4
4
5
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

Figure 6.4: MISSSP Graph based on 1st Test and Solution
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Figure 6.5: MISSSP Graph based on 2nd Test and Solution
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For both tests, the optimal sequence of hosts for VM1 and VM2, can be seen by following the
red (dashed) and purple (solid) paths respectively. The first test shows both VMs selecting the
optimal path, without resorting to V2I migrations. The second test also shows the optimal path for
both VMs, resorting to V2I migrations for both, due to the fact that there are no vehicles
remaining in the grid prior to the end of the analyzed time. The results of the preliminary tests, as
can be seen, show that the ILP formulation can be used, as described, to find the optimal solution
for the MISSSP.

6.5 Comparing to Heuristics
As can be deduced from the previously presented formulation, the number of edges grows
exponentially as the number of vehicles increases, or the number of hops observed increases, or
the number of VMs increases. Without scaling down, one iteration using the values modeled in
the previous chapter resulted in a 1.2GB input file for CPLEX. This will be infeasible to model,
and as such the scaling down of the model was critical.
The number of hops was decreased to 12, 10 and 8 for high, medium and low congestion
respectively. Only 50MB VM sizes were modeled (in an unrestricted mode, now that only single
VMs are modeled). Parking and revisiting legs was removed to induce shorter trip times and force
more migrations to occur within a shorter window of time. The number of vehicles was decreased
to 35, 25 and 15 for high, medium and low congestion respectively. The capacity of a vehicle was
also decreased to host a maximum of 3 co-located VMs. Non-ideal communication was removed
from consideration to maintain the comparability between the ILP and the heuristic model. The
number of iterations was decreased from 30 to 10, per congestion level.
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After running, the Drops percentage, the V2I percentage, the UL and DL percentage utilization
were measured and compared between the heuristics and ILP. For all runs V2I was found to be
0% so the graphs will only be presented for Drops, UL and DL. These are shown in Figures 6.6,
6.7 and 6.8. Only average values are shown, averaged over the 10 iterations. The runs were also
all for an unrestricted (UR) data cap. Note that the 10 iterations per congestion level were run
using the same mobility models for both MATLAB and CPLEX, presented with a 95%
confidence analysis.
As can be shown from the figures, the ILP sets a clear benchmark for the heuristics showing an
improvement in all metrics. However, it is important to note that the simplifications must be taken
into account when extending the conclusions beyond the preliminary results present at this stage.
Further work must be done to address the simplifications made in the ILP formulation to more
accurately compare the ILP to the heuristics presented in the previous chapter.
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Figure 6.6: Percentage of dropped migrations vs. Congestion – 50MB VM Size

Figure 6.7: Average percentage utilization upload bandwidth vs. Congestion – 50MB VM Size
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Figure 6.8: Average percentage utilization download bandwidth vs. Congestion – 50MB VM Size

6.6 Summary
This chapter presented an ILP formulation specific to the VC as presented in earlier chapters.
While based on the Single Source Shortest Path problem, it further addresses Multiple Instance
Single Source Shortest Path (MISSSP) with constraints that encompass all instances
simultaneously. Each VM is dealt with on an individual SSSP but the combined group of SSSPs
is subject to a set of constraints that ensure the MISSSP model as described does not allow
infeasible solutions.
This formulation is shown to be a sufficiently accurate representation of the VC as described
earlier, and serves as a clear benchmark for the heuristic VVMM algorithms presented in earlier
chapters. However, there is room for further expansion and refinement to the model. This will be
included in future research section in the following chapter.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Concluding Remarks
This thesis presented a study of Virtual Machine Management for Vehicular and Dynamic
Clouds. Of the main issues impeding the realization of the Vehicular Cloud, is the issue of
resource availability, as vehicles (hosting virtual machines) move in and out of network
coverage. This could result in virtual machines being inaccessible to the cloud subscriber,
causing a Service Level Agreement violation. This issue is considered a main trigger for virtual
machine migration, as opposed to traditional cloud triggers such as hot/cold spots. In the
vehicular cloud, vehicles leaving the grid could be considered analogous to failing physical
resources. Virtual machine management and migration schemes specific to vehicular clouds are
the main focus of this thesis.
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A number of Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration algorithms were proposed, with the goal
of reducing the negative impact of vehicle mobility. The migration algorithms were simulated
and their performance analyzed based on a number of metrics, within a unique and novel
mobility environment developed specifically to test the performance of the algorithms, using a
MATLAB engine.
A mobility model was designed, incorporating vehicles with various speeds and realistic
mobility patterns, for varying levels of congestion. This mobility model served as the testing
environment for the set of migration schemes proposed. Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration
(VVMM) is the main algorithm with several variations: VVMM-U – a benchmark algorithm to
be used for comparison, VVMM-LW – the first algorithm, incorporating knowledge of the
workload of migration destinations, VVMM-MA – the second algorithm, building upon VVMMLW, incorporating knowledge of the workload and mobility patterns of migration destinations.
A set of metrics selected to analyze the performance of the migration schemes within the
mobility environment proposed, including percentage of dropped migrations, successful
migrations, and utilization fairness.
The mobility model was then revised to incorporate red lights at intersections, parked cars,
more realistic and random mobility patterns, and more accurately modeled congestion levels.
The advanced mobility model was used to test refined versions of the migration schemes as well
as MDWLAM – a third algorithm (aside from the refined LW and MA), taking into account time
needed to migrate cumulative loads on both source and destination. A new set of metrics is
proposed to analyze the refined schemes. Finally, the MATLAB engine was revised to
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incorporate non-ideal communication factors due to distance between source and destination, as
well as network congestion due to concurrent migrations.
Finally, the study presented a theoretical analysis of the problem using integer linear
programming (ILP). The problem was modeled using a modification to the Single Source
Shortest Path (SSSP) problem, coined Multiple Instance SSSP (MISSSP). A revised objective
function subject to a set of comprehensive constraints was presented and modeled in an ILP
solver. The optimization problem necessitated several simplifications and assumptions. These
assumptions were reincorporated into the heuristic model in the MATLAB engine, to maintain
comparability between the heuristics and the results of the ILP solver. The optimization model
provides a benchmark to the performance of the heuristics, with a feasible optimal solution of
minimum number of dropped migrations. This is an important contribution that serves as a basis
for future research points, presented in the next section.
Based on the findings of this thesis, it can be concluded that the issue of virtual machine
migration and management for vehicular clouds, and by extension dynamic clouds, can be
handled with the proposed algorithms, with a low percentage of unsuccessful migrations. The
study leaves room for further improvement upon the suggested methods and a small scale
implementation on a physical testbed may be necessary to further confirm the presented results.
Furthermore, after some enhancements, the ILP model can be used to compare any heuristic
results to an optimal benchmark. It is important to note that, as of the time of submitting this
thesis, the issue of VM migration for the VC, with vehicles as VM hosts, is still quite novel.
Alternative VM migration and management schemes are difficult to find in the literature, as such
even a quantitative comparison of performance with the findings of this thesis, is difficult.
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7.2 Future Research
There are several directions that can expand upon this thesis:


The optimization model can be further expanded upon to increase the resolution of the
modeled time window. The assumptions made can be addressed, such as the lack of
non-ideal communication, a larger capacity per vehicle. Most importantly, the model
can further be refined to minimize complexity, size and memory consumption.



The heuristic algorithms can address migrations on a VM by VM basis, as opposed to
on a per car load basis. This would involve 1:N migrations, and allowing partial
migrations, would not necessitate an “everything or nothing” approach to drops /
successes.



A different approach to 1:N migrations can be studied in the context of a redundant
migration, to incorporate resilience. A vehicle can attempt to migrate its workload to
multiple destinations simultaneously to maximize chances of success. This will involve
a higher consumption of bandwidth and the study could attempt to find the optimal
number of destinations to achieve a balance between maximizing successful migrations
and optimal bandwidth utilization.



A larger scale of multiple cloudlets can be simulated, to observe how the behavior is
affected when vehicles leave one grid and enter another. This could incorporate
migrations that were at some point migrated to the infrastructure being returned to
another vehicle at a later point, possibly in a different cloudlet.
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Revising the non-ideal communication condition models, to more accurately represent
imperfect channels, or more favorably, utilizing a network simulator can provide a
more accurate analysis of the communication and network behavior.



Traffic simulators can be utilized for testing with more accurate and more realistic
mobility models.
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Appendix A
Confidence Analysis

Throughout this thesis, various simulations were conducted, incorporating varying types of
randomness. Results obtained from these simulations cannot be presented without a statistical
analysis. All the results are subjected to a 95% confidence analysis based on the following
calculations. A confidence interval can add another perspective to observe for a metric. A
simulation set up is run several times, using the same initialization parameters. This allows the
various random variables’ randomness to impact the metrics. If enough simulations are run, a
confidence interval, combined with the mean can be a more representative measure of the metric
being analyzed.
In order to obtain the confidence interval for the various results presented in this thesis, the
following equations were used.
Let:
𝑋: random variable
𝜇: Average (mean) of X
𝜎 2 : Variance of X
𝑋𝑖 : ith sample of X simulation
𝑛: Number of samples
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𝑥: Sample mean
𝑠 2 : Sample variance
The sample mean can be found using Equation (A.1) and the sample variance can be
calculated using Equation (A.2).
1

𝑛

𝑥 = 𝑛 ∑ 𝑋𝑖

(A.1)

𝑖=1

𝑛

1
𝑠 =
∑(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑥)2
𝑛−1
2

(A.2)

𝑖=1

If a random variable’s distribution is unknown, for large sample sizes, the sample mean’s
distribution will approach a Gaussian distribution, based on the Central Limit Theorem. The
sample mean approaches the ensemble mean and sample mean variance becomes a scaled
version of the ensemble mean ( 𝐸[𝑋] = 𝜇 and variance of 𝑥 = 𝜎𝑥2 =

𝜎2
𝑛

). Therefore, the

confidence level is defined as the probability that 𝑥 is below a certain distance from 𝜇:

𝑧=

𝑥−𝜇
𝜎𝑥

z:

(A.3)

is a normal random variable (mean= 0 & variance = 1).

𝑃(−𝑧𝛼 < 𝑧 < 𝑧𝛼 ) = 𝛼

(A.4)

|𝑥 − 𝜇|
𝑃[
< 𝑧𝛼 ] = 𝛼
𝜎𝑥

(A.5)
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By using 𝑛 > 30 and hence the sample standard deviation 𝑠 can be used instead of 𝜎 as it is
difficult to find 𝜎𝑥 =

𝜎
√𝑛

. The Gaussian distribution is be used. For the confidence level 𝛼 = 0.95,

𝑧𝛼 is calculated.
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